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Missouri hires Atchley
interim president

\
\

EAN FLOOD
can staff writer

"

rmer UOP President Bill
y has landed a job as interim
lent at Southeast Missouri State
rsity, while retaining his
retirement contract with
tchley will retain his position
>P consultant and president
is for the remainder of the
:ar contract, which expires
1997, or until Atchley re-netes his contract, according to
lonagan, president of the
of Regents.
think he expects to be there a
>r less, while they search for a
president," said Monagan.
Atchley, who unofficially left
> July 1, was unavailable for
thient. The Pacifican tried daily
J intact him during the week of
- 28, each time being told to call
at a certain time, only again to
'Old the president was unavailn Nov. 6, unsuccessful efforts
made to contact him at his
on Cape Girardeau, Missouri,
e position of president at
east Missouri was made vacant
Dr. Kala M. Stroud stepped
Atchley is expected to hold
porary position for, at most,
ear, while Regents at Southeast
ouri search for a new president.
Uhley became aware of the
tion when he was visiting his
her. Both Atchley and his wife
ratives of Cape Girardeau,
aid Harrison, president of
u ast's Board of Regents, attrib

uted Atchley's roots in the area as a
reason for offering him the position,
according to the Capaha Arrow,
Southeast's newspaper.
"We believe Dr. Atchley's impres
sive record during six years as presi
dent of Clemson and eight years as
president at University of the Pacific
demonstrates that he has the ability
to keep the university moving forward
until a permanent president is se
lected," Harrison told the Arrow.
Monagan expects Atchley will
have no conflicts with representing
UOP in Washington. "If it did," said
Monagan, "we would just have to ne
gotiate it out and change it. It just
comes to that, and that is always pos
sible. But as far as we know, it shouldn't
be any conflict."
After the contract expires,
Monagan expects current UOP presi
dent Donald DeRosa to assume
Atchley's duties.
Atchley assumed his duties as in
terim president on Sept. 1. Since then,
he has met repeatedly with the student
body and faculty.
Southeast sophomore Carrie Will
iams enjoyed Atchley's presentation to
the students. "He really talked at the
students' level," Williams said to the
Arrow. "He was witty, humorous and
down to earth."
Atchley plans on putting his desk
outside in Southeast's University Cen
ter several times during the month of
November. Atchley said his "traveling
office" concept has been well received
on previous campuses in which he
served as president, according to a
Southeast press release.

?
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ASOUP Senators debate the AASU funding issue as a standing -room crowd
looks on.

AASU battles Senate veto
A5UOP President endures personal attacks

SARAH LEER
Pacifican staff writer

in front of a crowd of approximately
nine AASU members, all of Omega
Psi Phi, about 25 members of Delta
Delta Delta Sorority (of which
Dickey is a member) and several
spectators.
After a short discussion which
included personal attacks against
Dickey from one AASU member, the
budget was put to a vote by the Sen
ate again. Senate by-laws state that
after a president vetoes a budget, it
returns to the Senate who must
have a two-thirds vote to pass it.
Dickey's veto was supported and the
veto was upheld by a vote of 9-6
with six abstentions.
The controversy centered on a
party held by AASU and Omega Psi
Phi in celebration of Saturday's foot
ball game. Gregory said that the
party was held Saturday night, Nov.

After a tense meeting, the
ASUOP Senate upheld the decision
by student president Christie Dickey
to veto funding for a party spon
sored by the African American Stu
dent Union and Omega Psi Phi Fra
ternity.
Dozens of colorful signs have
been posted around campus with
slogans such as "Christie Dickey We
Can't Hear You!" and "Dickey Ve
toed." Sidewalks near the McCaffrey
Center were chalked with the slo
gan "Tricky Dickey," apparently in
connection with Dickey's decision.
"I don't know who did it but I
know we'll get pinned for it," said
AASU President Jean Gregory.
At Monday night's student sen
ate meeting the issue was discussed

See dispute over funding page 3
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CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
LT. JERRY L. HOUSTON
UOP Public Safety
This report covers crimes from Octo
ber 19 to October 25, 1995
Robbery
On Oct. 20, two subjects stole a bi
cycle from a juvenile in parking lot #20.
Burglaries
On Oct. 24 a car window was broken
at Sigma Alpha Epsilon; no reported loss
at this time
On Oct. 25, a car stereo was taken
from the Methodist Church parking lot.
Thefts
On Oct. 13, a 5-foot BBQ unit was
stolen from Stagg Stadium.
On Oct. 19, a man's Schwinn bicycle
was stolen from George Wilson Hall.
On Oct. 20, a credit card was stolen
from Southwest Hall.
Sometime between Oct. 20-22, a
sport bicycle was stolen from McCaffrey
Center.
On Oct. 22, vehicle license plates
were stolert oh Stadium Drive.
On Oct. 23, a BBQ grill was stolen
from the Quad Dining Hall.
On Oct. 23, the seat and wheels from
a mountain bike were stolen from Grace
Covell Hall.

indecent exposure at the Library.
On Oct. 23, an incidence of forgery
occurred at Casa Werner Residence Hall.
On Oct. 24, marijuana was confis
cated from Southwest Hall.
On Oct. 24, a juvenile was arrested
for urinating in front of campus on Pa
cific Avenue.
On Oct. 24, a subject was arrested on
an outstanding warrant at Stagg Stadium.
On Oct. 25, a juvenile was arrested
for trespassing at the swimming pool.

On Oct. 23, a mountain bicycle was
stolen from the Athletics department.
On Oct. 23, a laptop computer was
stolen from Jessie Ballantyne.
On Oct. 25, a mountain bicycle was
stolen from the swimming pool area.
Vandalism
On Oct. 20, the hood of a vehicle was
damaged in Parking Lot #3.
On Oct. 21, a window was broken at
Carter House
On Oct. 22, a door window was bro
ken in Grace Covell Hall.
On Oct. 23, a victim's roommate van
dalized their room in Southwest Hall.
On Oct. 25, a smoke bomb was
thrown inside the Omega Phi Alpha fra
ternity house.

Classes are now available on campus
for the use of "tear gas" as a deterrent to
attack. This short class will permit you to
purchase a canister of tear gas to be used
for personal protection. Call Public Safety
at 946-2537 to register.

Miscellaneous
On Oct. 17, an incident of battery oc
curred at Southwest Hall.
On Oct. 21, an incident of battery oc
curred at Raymond Great Hall.
On Oct. 21, an intoxicated student
was hospitalized from Phi Delta Theta
Fraternity.
On Oct. 21, a subject was arrested for
resisting officers at Southwest Hall.
On Oct. 22, two weapons were con
fiscated in a traffic stop in Parking Lot
#20 (Conservatory)
On Oct. 23, a subject was arrested for

Did You Know?
During this period of time, Public
Safety officers provided 83 hours of foot
patrol, 17 hours of bicycle patrol to the
campus, provided 8 escorts, found 10
open windows/doors, and contacted 15
suspicious persons. Officers also assisted
6 stranded motorists.
If you have any inquires about any
of the information provided in this re
port, you are encouraged to con tact Jerry
L. Houston, at 946-2537. You may also
call anonymously to report any suspi
cious circumstances or persons.

Cruise through the library's
'Special Collections'
CHRIS MCLAUGHLIN
Pacifican guest writer
Old books. Dusty manuscripts.
Faded photos.
These are some of the things you
can find in the Holt-Atherton Depart
ment of Special Collections, located
at the lower level of the UOP library.
Since 1947, it has collected and
preserved California and other re
search manuscript collections of sig
nificant interest and importance to
researchers on a state and even na
tional level.
"It's unusual that a school this
size has this much material," said de
partment head Daryl Morrison. "We
encourage students to come here and
use it to their advantage."
When you walk into the HoltAtherton department of Special Col
lections, you hear nothing but si
lence. You feel the only appropriate
way to communicate is to whisper.
The place is very clean and organized
and it's, in general, a very peaceful
atmosphere.
The department contains 20,000
volumes of books on California and
the America West. The topics include:
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the Gold Rush, Pioneer History, His
tories of California cities and coun
ties, and the Development of Califor
nia.
They also have 365 manuscript
collections which consist of people's
letters, diaries, documents and other
materials.
The "crown jewel" of these col
lections are the John Muir Papers,
which draw national and interna
tional scholars to study these signifi
cant collections of the "father" of the
conservation movement. The collec
tion holds 75 percent of all known
John Muir papers. These came di
rectly from his family and relatives.
The photograph collections con
tain 30,000 historical photographs.
The collection consists of images
which document the history of the
Central Valley of California including
the development of agricultural tech
nology. The earliest photos are from
the Gold Rush.
A majority of these photos come
from the V. Covert Martin Collection.
Martin was a Stockton photographer
who collected photos as well as took
them.
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Photographers:

Setting it Straight
In the October 19 issue, a story on
the election of the Board of Regents
stated that Steve Hunton was the only
non-alumni member of the Board. It
should have said that Steve Hunton
was the only non-alumni member on
the executive board and is Chairman
of the Finance Committee.
In the Oct. 26 issue, a story about
a new women's group on campus
stated that UOP's first lady Karen
DeRosa was "the president of the
Board of Directors of Planned Parent
hood in North Carolina." DeRosa was
neither president nor on the Board of
Directors. She was involved at one
time with the "Lovers of Chocolate"
fund raiser. Also, the article implied
that DeRosa would be speaking on
abortion and women's rights when in
fact she will be speaking on the im
portance of role models on Nov. 27.
In the Nov. 2 issue, a story on p.
18 detailing the film "Kotreshi's
Dream" listed three films receiving
awards in 1444. The correct year of the
awards is 1994.
We want to make sure the stories
in the newspaper are correct. If an er
ror has been made, contact Editor-inChief Kate Lamping at 946-2115 or on
email at:
KLAMPING@VMSl.CC.UOP.EDU.
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ispute

ASUOP
over funding centers on sponsorship of party

iinued from page 1

in the Pacific Athletic Club on caml\vo weeks prior to the date of the
v, the two organizations submita proposal for funding to the
JOP Senate. The groups asked for
oney separately even though they
• holding the party together.

feiiv

photo by Rick Marhula

Christie Dickey

I "We decided it would be cheaper
hold it together," said Gregory.
ASUOP budget guidelines state it
ty only fund clubs that do not have
tricted membership such as a frarfinty. Omega Psi Phi, which has
• . )ur members, planned to become a
1 ib in order to increase membership,
ording to Gregory, the Senate was

not satisfied with that resolution and
still denied funding.
"We then asked can if AASU could
make up the difference," said Gre
gory. AASU increased it's request from
the initial $261 to $581. The funding
budget then passed by a 16-2 vote
with two abstentions.
"Before [the budget] was passed,
it was discussed whether or not
Omega Psi Phi was really getting the
money in a round-about way," said
Gregory in an interview with the
Pacifican.
Ironically, the COPA budget of
$18,000 was passed without discus
sion, despite private complaints by
some senators about how COPA spent
its money last year, while the AASU
request of $581 was debated for ap
proximately 25 minutes.
On November 2, Dickey exercised
her power as ASUOP president and
vetoed the budget.
"The reasons behind my veto are
based on procedural guidelines estab
lished by the ASUOP Senate. By not
letting this go back to the Senate for
further consideration would go
against my duties as ASUOP Presi
dent," Dickey said in a memo issued
to ASUOP, AASU and Omega Psi Phi.
One major complaint voiced by
Gregory was that the club was given

photo by Rick Marhula

Students chalked campus and hung signs in protest of recent events.

less than two days notice that their
budget had been vetoed. With such
little notice and no time to appeal,
AASU decided to hold the party and
charge students at the door.
Approximately 75 UOP students
attended the event, each paying $5.
The proceeds from the door were not
enough to cover the expense of the
party. "We're gonna pay for it out of
our own wallets," said Gregory.
Another point of debate was that
the flyers advertising the party ap
peared to be promoting a Greek
event. Appearing on the flyers was a
picture of a bulldog and a large
Omega letter, AASU's name, and the
slogan "Sponsored by ASUOP." Gre-

ckaround: Student funding

iSUOP provides funding for several ventures
ising student fees
IWD OTTENFELD
Icifican staff writer

j The governing body that makes
visions about the student budget at
QP can be found in the same place
ju validate your Pacific Express
ard.
|On a weekly basis, the ASUOP
ate makes decisions that deterne where student money will go.
ie current budget is $359,000. The
dent body has a tremendous part
the funding of the ASUOP budget.
"You really feel like you have a
and know what's going on," said
UOP president Christie Dickey in
interview prior to the recent conversy over funding a party on cami. "Our budget comes from student
s. Full-time students need to reale that can have a say as to where
e money goes."
The hierarchy of ASUOP leads
om the president to the Senate.
'BFAT, sponsored by the Senate,
ovides the campus with special ac
uities: visual entertainment, guest
Mures, off-campus trips, Pacific
jpardwalk and anything that is conpered cultural.
The members of the Senate are
Dted in by their constituents; two

(

Page 3

representatives from each class and
members of different educational
schools. The overall student body
votes for the president, whose posi
tion is to maintain a "checks and bal
ances" system that eliminates sole
authority by one person.
"It's a lot of fun," said Dickey,
"but it can be a lot of work on top of
everything else."
Dickey, a pre-law major, is one of
the few students who has a chance
to work regularly in conjunction with
the faculty and also attend the meet
ings with the Board of Regents. Those
privileges make it easier for the Sen
ate to bring attention to issues that
affect the entire campus.
The budget provides money to be
distributed to Senate costs: The
Pacifican, intramural and club sports,
COPA and various club organizations.
Aside from direct grants, the senate
also runs the Tiger's Grocery, KPAC
student radio station and the Annex.
The Senate provides managers and
oversees the operation of those stu
dent services.
Kathy Schroeder has a different
role as speaker of the Senate. She has
the ability to lobby the senators and
advise them where changes need to
be made, at the same time remaining

diplomatic in her approach.
"The job is stressful," Schroeder
said. "You have to constantly keep
your ears open to put different issues
into proper perspective."
One big proposal is to change the
by-laws within the constitution in
order to make room for UPBEAT, to
bring it closer to the Senate and the
decision-making process. By working
together, sophomore representative
Annie Wallace said she feels that they
will accomplish more.
"By changing the laws we can do
much more and it will bring forth
many new ideas," said Wallace.
The prosperity comes by helping
the student body. "ASUOP is a place
where a student may go and express
his or her ideas. Our purpose is to
make the students happy, and most
don't realize that," Wallace said.
During Greek Week ASUOP
brought "Friendship in the Age of
AIDS" to the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall. The intent was to inform stu
dents about the serious effects of al
cohol and safe sex in the college party
atmosphere. The students were able
to garner laughs through reality and,
at the same time, had an opportunity
to learn an important lesson about
life.

gory claims that it was arranged in
that manner as a publicity technique.
"Anyone on campus will agree
that an event associated with a Greek
fraternity has a higher attendance,"
said the statement issued by the AASU
vice president and Gregory.
However, it is against ASUOP's
policy to support a Greek event. To
those who quickly glanced at the
flyer, it might appear to be an Omega
Psi Phi event sponsored by ASUOp.
"We're still not satisfied," said
Gregory after the vote. "The Senate
says they're open to hear what we
have to say but we feel like their ears
are closed. It's like talking to a wall."

Lawn-lakes not
for surfing
SHANNY EAGLE
Pacifican guest writer
While president Donald DeRosa
took one of his first morning strolls
around the campus, he noticed that
the lawns were flooded and he took
immediate action.
He called Physical Plant to come
and take care of the apparent disas
ter in front of Knoles Lawn. Physical
Plant assured the new president that
the problem would be taken care of.
A few weeks passed and the lawns
remained flooded. Then the president
decided to report the problem directly
to one of the members of the main
tenance staff. The answer: "That's
how we water the grass," DeRosa re
called with a laugh.
DeRosa is not alone in his confu
sion about the state of the lawns.
Many students are equally baffled
when they arrive at school and see
the lawns flooded.
"I didn't know what to think
when I saw Knoles lawn. 1 finally
asked an older student what was go
ing on," junior Kari Dokmo said.
Physical Plant has an explanation
for all that flooding. "The number
one reason is that is the way lawns
were watered when there were no
See Lawns page 5
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Anderson Y, Omega Phi Alpr
treat city youth on Hallow^'

From the Chief's desk:

22% of all college women

have been date-rape victims

BOB CALAWAY
Director of Public Safety
Anyone that uses force to have
sex as part of a date has committed
rape, sometimes called acquaintance
rape. In most cases, the person who
is raped is a woman.
Here are some things you should
know about date rape.
Rape is a crime-no matter what
it is called. A person who rapes dur
ing a date or any situation commits
a crime and is subject to punishment
by law.
Any rape is frightening to the
person being attacked. Being physi
cally attacked by someone you
know, and perhaps thought you
liked, violates a basic trust between
friends.
We were taught as children that
strangers can be dangerous, but few
of us expect people we trust to hurt
us. We need to keep in mind that a
person who is raped is not at fault.
No one ever asks, wants or deserves
to be raped. According to surveys,
researchers said that 22% of college
women had been forced to engage
in sexual intercourse on a date.
Examples of rape and not rape:
A man and women go out on a
date. They have pizza followed by a
movie. Later, they drink a few beers
at a local hangout and he walks her
back to her dorm room. As they en
ter the women's room, The man
kisses her and starts to remove her
clothing. What happens next will
determine whether she is raped or
not...
Consider these endings to the
date. How many could be date rape?
• The woman is groggy from the
yeers, but she feels comfortable with
him. The man asks for sex and she
says yes. In that example, it appears
that no crime has been committed.

However, because both parties may
have been under the influence of al
cohol, the consent may be question
able.
• She forcefully tells him to stop,
that she is a virgin, and that she in
tends to wait until she's married. He
slaps her hard, knocking her down.
Ripping her clothes, he has sex with
her. After being knocked to the floor,
she no longer protests his action.
Half of all victims raped are afraid of
being seriously injured during the
rape. In that ending, the woman
stopped resisting because of fear. She
has been raped by her date.
• She tells him, "Stop now." He
replies, "Are you kidding? Your tight
clothing had me turned on all night.
If you didn't want sex, you would
not have worn them." She resists but
he overpowers her and has sex with
her. In that ending, a man on a date
cannot justify raping a woman by
using the excuse that her clothing
caused him to do it. The man is re
sponsible for his own actions. He is
the one who can stop the rape from
happening.
• She does not tell him to stop
as he's unbuttoning her blouse. He
gently pulls her to the coach. On the
coach, she suddenly indicates she
wants him to stop. He ignores her
protests and forcefully continues and
they have sex. In that ending, when
a woman says NO to her date's ad
vances, no matter when she says it
before the rape, she had indicated
that her consent has not been
granted. If the man continues, he is
raping her.
In three examples, the man is li
able for prosecution and punishment
if found guilty in court.
Any questions should be directed
to Bob Calaway at extension 3034.
Resource from Business and Legal
Reports Inc.

What to do. .. if you are raped:
1. Get to a safe place.
2. Call a friend or family member.
3. Report the crime to the police.
4. Ask (someone above) to take you to a hospital.
5. The hospital will treat external and/or internal injuries, tests for preg
nancy and sexually transmitted diseases, evidence collection and sup
port services.
6. DON'T WASH or change you clothes! If you shower, bathe, douche,
change clothes or straighten up the area. You will destroy evidence you
may need.
7. Contact a Rape crisis center (your local Women's Center) for support
and information.
8. DO NOT minimize the assault!
9. Be GENTLE on yourself. REMEMBER it was NOT YOUR FAULT!
Advice by the Women's Center of San Joaquin County

The Pacifican
This Halloween, the brothers and
little sisters of Omega Phi Alpha
worked together with the Anderson
Y took over one hundred children
trick-or-treating around campus.
The children, ranging in age
from one to fourteen, were taken on
a two-hour journey beginning at
Jesse Ballantyne and ending at
Omega Phi Alpha. The fraternity was
transformed into a haunted man
sion, complete with a graveyard and
plenty of gore.
"My children wouldn't have gone
trick-or-treating if it wasn't for this
program," said one mother. "Our
neighborhood isn't safe and I can't
take them out by myself."
"Starting Halloween night at 5
p.m. was kind of a drag, but seeing

DevKrishnan andRolanji
escort Casper around

the smiles on the kids' faces mi
all worth while," said Omegafj
pha member Scott Nguyen. •

AMTRAK CALIFORNIA
TO AND FROM SCHOOL
HAS TS ADVANTAGES.

When it's time for a weekend trip home or a
break from school, take Amtrak California!
The trains of California, and connecting shuttle
buses, can take you just about anywhere in the state,
without the hassle of driving. There's no easier or
more economical way to get there and back.
Aboard the train you can sit back and relax, catch
up on homework, have a snack, or just listen to some
good music. The trains are comfortable, and have
plenty of room to haul your stuff.
Check out the super low roundtrip fares from
Stockton aboard Amtrak California's daily San
Joaquins. And with Amtrak's new Student Advantage
card, it's more affordable than ever! Annual enroll
ment in Student Advantage is only $20 and you'll
receive a 15% discount on our already low fares
everytime you ride Amtrak.
So, next time take the train for the ultimate trip
home, or for a major break from school.
Roundtrip
Fares

Los Angeles

With SA Card

Savings

. $17 . . . $14 . . . . $3
. .$31 . . . . $6
.$69 . . . $59 . . . .$10
. $72 . . .$61 . . . .$11
. $84 . . . $ 7 1 . . . .$13
$85 . . . $ 7 2 . . . .$13

Amtrak
California
A partnership between Caltrans and Amtrak
^
^ares' contact your college travel service or Amtrak
Some restrictions
»J
may apply, lb apply for your Student
Advantage savings card, call 1-800-96-AMTRAK Mention Code CAL 1.
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Residence hall Mac labs: Save-as or delete?
CLEAN FLOOD
, jaeif ican staff writer
Every on-campus residence hall
ts own computer lab that is availi to students living in that build1 he labs are part of the MacHall
iject, conceived by William Barr,
ean of Students and Jim Falcone,
irector of Residential Life and
[Jig.
Overall, Falcone said he feels the
icHall Project is working out fine."
lone is working with consultants
^formulate a plan for upgrading and
'%'toproving the computer labs.
'% i 'The equipment needs to be re
placed," he said. "We need additional
ooms. I think the students are tak^ ng advantage of it, but we need new
Equipment. We need new furniture.
viVe need everything we can get new."
\ Each hall has one Macintosh SE
omputer and Grace Covell and
southwest halls have several. The
tyvnhouse's "C" section has a laptop
rh.it may be checked out or used with
j printer and monitor,
j Manor hall, the UCs and the
Dtl er Townhouse sections do not
na\ e labs.
I Currently, Housing charges stu
dents $30 a year to use the labs. A
jority of the fee is for key deposit.
"1 think having laboratories in
h hall is certainly a benefit, rather
in having to go to a remote site,"
Schoenberg, the dean of Admisns, said. "I remember as an underiduate when computers were first
_jing used, and mainly for word prosing, that it certainly would have
?n better to have one in our hall."
Students had opinions about the

f

lawns
continued from page 3
tsprinkler systems," Dennis Ziemann
of Physical Plant said,
i This is an old campus and it simIply has not been updated yet.
•emann said that there are plans to
(mange it within the next year or two,
Et that it simply has not been a top
xiority.
Currently, Knoles, Weber, Burns
iwer, the Chapel and Oaks lawns are
lose using that process. It used to
• Southwest, the Finance Center,
and Hall and all the older brick
jildings used the same flooding proess, but those lawns have been upated to a sprinkler system.
The way to tell if the lawns used
> be flooded, or still are, is by lookig around the sides. Ziemann said
here would be a hump around the
dges of the sidewalk, as if "building
little bowl."
|
According to Ziemann, the floodng process does not use that much
14—atvs.

residence hall labs, too.
Student Rob Carmen said he liked
"the centralized campus locations
better, because then it is easier to get
to. What if you don't have a key to
the dorm?"
Carmen currently lives in the
Townhouse Apartments, but he used
to live in Grace Covell. "I used the
ones in Grace," he said. Carmen said
he didn't own a computer but the
computers at Grace were "great; ad
equate for my needs. I wrote lots of
papers."
Bonnie Russell said, "I think they
should be in centralized campus lo
cations, because a lot of people who
attend UOP do not live in dorms, and
there are people in the UCs and
Townhouses who wouldn't have ac
cess if they were in dorms."
Russell added she had not used
the residence hall labs. "I have been
in them, but I haven't used them,"
she said. "A lot of people use them, I
just never wanted to pay money for
the key. I have a word processor in
my room that I use. The only reason
I go to the computer labs is to use email."
Richelle Brown said, "I like them
in a centralized location, because
then you have people helping you. If
they break down, it is more likely to
get fixed than in a dorm. For example,
Eiselen. I know that we had printer
problems."
Brown also works in the Main
Computer Lab. "There are more com
puters and e-mail in the main lab,"
she said. Brown also said that there
are less computers in a dorm, "so if
there are people working, then you
don't get a chance."
Robert Benedetti, the dean of the
more water, and the "trees love it."
Unfortunately, there are some surfer
boys who love it too. They throw
down their skin boards and sail across
the flooded lawns. Ziemann said that
when they see that, they have to kick
them out because it damages the
lawn.
Until the system is updated it
may continue to cause confusion to
UOP newcomers.
"I thought the pipes had broken,"
junior Jim Mohammad said. Junior
Chris Rainey said, "I was just annoyed
that I could not cross the lawn."
The lawns have taken out several
pairs of shoes. "I found out about the
lawn when I stepped right into it-try
ing to cross it," transfer student Jody
Gilles said. "I thought for sure that
the pipes were broken or something
was wrong."
DeRosa said he might take one
person's suggestion and go on a
guided tour that included an expla
nation of all the UOP campus quirks.

College of the Pacific, had mixed
opinions about the residential hall
labs.
"I am torn about that," Benedetti
said. "I think there should be facili
ties for students to do quiet things in
dormitories, like type papers or write
papers and discuss in small groups.
Whether those facilities should be
designated as^ computer areas, I am
not sure why."
Benedetti had several reasons
why he didn't like the idea of resi
dential hall computers.
"First of all," he said, "many of
the students have their own comput
ers, so, doing that doesn't particularly
help them. It takes a facility that
might have a multi-function and
turns it specifically into a computing
center.
"Second, there are some ques
tions of security. Not necessarily from

our own students, but some of those
areas are open enough for things to
move and disappear.
"Finally, they [residence hall labs]
are usually so small that if a person
wants help then they would be bet
ter off going to a computer lab.
"I think, for those three reasons,
that the computer lab idea in a dorm
may not work."
Nevertheless, the computers in
the residence halls are 6-years-old,
and ready to be replaced with newer
models.
Falcone is confident about work
ing out a deal with a computer ven
dor to obtain new computers at good
prices sometime in the future.
"I don't have any doubts at all,"
he said. "They are giving machines
to the grade school level because they
know that once you begin, you are
hooked."

COP proposes move
to South Campus
SARAH LEER
Pacifican staff writer
If you think the walk from your
dorm or Greek house to your classes
in Wendell Phillips Center is far,
imagine walking to South Campus
every day for every class offered by
the College of the Pacific.
In the "Strategic Plan for COP
Toward the year 2005," one of the
objectives is to bring the college to
gether spatially on the South Cam
pus, said Robert Benedetti, dean of
COP.
"We are the only school [at UOP]
that isn't unified. Our buildings are
scattered throughout campus. We
need a school that encourages more
student interaction," Benedetti said.
The cost of the plan has not yet

been determined, said Benedetti. The
relocation of COP is just one part of
the plan and it is still under discus
sion and negotiations. Funding for
the project would be provided by
grants, special gifts and the college's
rehabilitation fund.
The plan proposes the relocation
of several departments to the South
lawn area, which once housed San
Joaquin Delta College. The large
grassy area is located between Long
Theatre and the Benerd School of
Education and is bordered by the
Sports Medicine clinic, the South
Campus gym, the Psychology/Com
municative Disorders building and
the Drama and Dance building.
Three new buildings would be
built in the lawn area, designated as
the Art Center, an office/classroom
See COP page 8

photo by Dean Wikendorf

South campus lawn, possible location for new COP building.
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The three R's remain basics of education
BURTON JAY NADLER
Director UOP Career Services
We often hear about "the three
R's—Reading,
wRiting,
and
aRithmetic" when examining the
basics of education.
While the phrase doesn't say
much for spelling abilities of those
who cite it, it is an easy way to re
member the foundations of a critical
process. When thinking about prepar
ing for the months ahead, we at Ca
reer Services want seniors to remem
ber another set of 3 R's.
Registration
All Senior and Alumni(ae) job
seekers must register with Career Ser
vices as soon as possible! Registration
forms identify career fields of inter
est and allow us to release resumes
and mailing lists to recruiters. Once
registered, you will be able to receive
editions of the "Career Services
Chronicle," our newsletter to inform
you of events and postings, and we
will be able to offer the most respon
sive programming. If you know some
one who hasn't already registered,
please refer him/her to our office, 2nd
Floor McConchie Hall.
Resumes
Provide a distribution-ready copy
of your resume soon! Career Services
will compile resume collections and

Tiger

indexes noting career interests and
highlighting other special categories.
These will be distributed upon request
to employers and to on-campus re
cruiting organizations. While it may
seem early for some to complete a
post-graduation job search docu
ment, that is not the case. The sooner
you take the time to make a resume,
the better. Of course, you will update
your resume as needed. Stop by our
office to pick up a copy of the "UOP
Resume Writing Guide" and schedule
an appointment to have your draft
critiqued. Do it now!
Recruiting
On-campus recruiting takes place
in March, but "self recruiting" occurs
throughout a job search campaign. To
prepare for on-campus or self-initi
ated efforts you should enhance job
search skills. Individual "job search
coaching" will facilitate goal setting,
strategy development, resume and
job search correspondence writing,
telephone communication as well as
interview skills. Through one-on-one
sessions you learn to state goals, iden
tify potential employers, and make
effective initial and follow up
communiques, ultimately leading to
interviews. The Senior Job Search Sur
vival Course, offered each semester
through Lifelong Learning, provides
a group approach to skills building

Grocery

and, if you wish, academic credit for
the experience. For more information
on individualized or group job search
skills building call (209) 946-2361 or
stop by our office, 2nd Floor of
McConchie Hall.
Some organizations interview on
campus in the fall, so prepare early.
Price Waterhouse will screen re
sumes and conduct fall campus inter
views.
Kaufman and Broad will be con
ducting an information session on
Thursday, Nov. 16, at 2:30 p.m., in
Career Services to discuss their real
estate sales/sales management train
ing program.
Bentley Nevada is seeking re
sumes from Computer Science and
Computer Engineering majors.
Olde Discount Brokers and Shaw
Industries are looking for resumes by
Nov. 22.
Cisco Systems wants test-engineer
candidates.
Advanced Micro Devices and
Keyence Corporation of America are
looking for sales engineers. Submit
resumes to Norma at Career Services.
Gallo Wines wants resumes of
candidates interested in sales and
sales management careers.
Right now, R.R. Donnelly is only
looking for resumes for press opera
tors, technical support representa
tives and desk top publishing posi
tions.
Westgate Academy will be inter

viewing candidates for teaCk

glish (3, 6, 12 months and ^

Japan. Japanese Exchange and°'"
ing (JET) program appliCatiJ<;
available and due soon. Th0.
international employers w |
verse" degree candidates not jUv
cation majors.
Information on these and
upcoming interviews is avails
our office.
Of course, we regularly rec
postings for positions in va[i
fields. Listings appearing wee^,
The Pacifican highlight a few 0[j
announcements received over
past semester. If these seem int8l
ing, or if you wish review additirpostings, visit the office. It is not
early to respond to posted oppor
nities!
Thinking about the three
we've just received word that MiFired and Deborah Gonzales*,
hired by Clark County school disfc
in Las Vegas, Nevada, to teach ill
ing, wRiting and aRithmetic. Gi
luck to those and other alumni
who will reinvest what they h:
learned at UOP by teaching othti
Our own faculty should be cct
mended, for they regularly res
postings to our office, inform»
dents of related opportunities tla
see in our publications and genet
support our efforts. Please keepiti
for without the faculty, we wouic.
be as successful.

wishes you a
HAPPY THANKSGIVING !!
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A look back in UOP history
From the archives of The Pacifican and its predecessors
1 Year Ago (1994):
Jazz greats Chick Corea and Gary
A committee is reviewing UOFs
Burton wowed a capacity crowd at
taculty and staff medical benefits
the Conservatory auditorium by
program... Live music at many lodemonstrating
their unique style of
}cal Stockton cafes and clubs has
contemporary
jazz and showing
been canceled because of a stiff li
their
mastery
of
the piano and vi
censing fee. The loss of entertain
braphone. UOP's Jazz Band kicked
ment has some Pacific students up
off the evening... The women's
set... Popular lecture series World on
volleyball team beat number one
Wednesday will be moving to Tuesranked IJSC.
Jay. '$S
20
Years Ago (1975):
S Years Ago (1990):
UOP's Cowell Health Center is
Tiger spirit was pn the rise when
being criticized for hiring doctors
Pacific pulled off another outstand
that
get offended when students
ing win at this year's Homecoming
question
them about a condition
game... The Anderson Y provides
or
a
medicine
given to treat that
programs that embrace community
condition. The doctors have been
and campus needs and is recognized
portrayed as condescending, impa
as UOP's oldest student organiza
tient
and dispassionate.
tion... The roads by the quads are
25
Years
Ago (1970):
littered with pot holes and punc
UOP
has
received $5,000 from
tured by protruding tree roots. One
the
Sears-Roebuck
Company—
option is to remove the asphalt, re
$2,000
for
Library
support
and
placing it with grass and park
$3,000
for
unrestricted
use
benches. A Physical Plant planning
85 Years Ago (1910):
committee said that they would de
UOP President Guth and his
cide what to do by Jan. 1991.
wife
held a Halloween party for all
10 Years Ago (1985):
attending
Pacific students. Cos
Homecoming King is Archania's
tumes,
fortune
telling and dancing
Chris Colton and Homecoming
were
highlights
of the evening.
Queen is Tri-Delta's Danielle Gogo...
90
Years
Ago
(1905):
Students have expressed concern
In
the
article
"Why
a Young
about the major four sexually trans
Man
Should
go
to
College,"
reasons
mitted diseases: chlamydia, gonor
from
the
students
included
"foot
rhea, herpes and syphilis.
ball,
fraternities
and
amusements
15 Years Ago (1980):
of various sorts."
UOP student Mike Vicari, 21,
was held hostage at gun point dur
edited by Jeanne Castleman
ing an attempted armed robbery at
the Gemco store on March Lane...
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Hospice: When a
loved one is dying
KRIS PERERA
Pacifican staff writer

management.
• Hospice also offers one-on-one
bereavement counseling to the fam
ily to aid in the adjustment period
after the death.
If eligible for the Hospice pro
gram, all services are free to the pa
tient and family. To be eligible, both
patient and family must know about
the terminal diagnosis and the pa
tient must have a "primary caregiver"
who will participate in the program.
"In America, when the hospice
movement started here in the mid
1970s, it was very much geared to
wards providing care for terminally
ill people in their own homes," said
Stiles. "Hospice is palliative care,
where comfort becomes the primary
goal."
Hospice is an Old English word
meaning an inn for weary travelers.
In Medieval times people got injured
or became sick from the Crusades and
died in those inns. Today there are
approximately 2,300 hospices across
the country.
Hospice also provides group
counseling that is open to the entire
community. The organization relies
on the community for financial sup
port though fundraising efforts, me
morial contributions and donations.
They also have approximately 50
volunteers who work directly with
patients, some who help with

When you walk in, you are en
gulfed in warm, welcoming surround
ings and greeted by a smiling staff
that you would never imagine cares
for the terminally ill.
This is exactly what Hospice of
San Joaquin is trying to convey. Hos
pice is a private, non-profit organiza
tion that has provided personal care
for people who are dying and emo
tional support for their relatives since
1982.
"The whole philosophy behind
Hospice is to treat them [patients] as
they have been treated throughout
their lives," said administrative coor
dinator Victoria Stiles. "Not to ex
clude them and make them feel like
they are no longer part of the family,
no longer a part of society because
they are dying now."
Hospice served over 600 patients
last year suffering from cancer, AIDS,
Alzheimer's and lung and heart con
ditions. The services provided for the
families include:
• A registered nurse will visit the
patient's home to help monitor medi
cal needs.
• A social worker/counselor will
visit the family to help them deal
with stresses that arise from terminal
illness.
• A pharmacist will explain medi
cation and help with pain/symptom

See Hospice page 9

ew places on earth are as spectacular as
Alaska. Why not enjoy all that the
"Greatland" has to offer - while getting an excellent
education. In fact, Barron's recently rated Alaska
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People Profile

Judy Arbini

t

LAUREN BENNING
Pacifican guest writer

J 4

F
I
1

She has been described as the
"mom of the Athletic department."
She is Judy Arbini, a part-time
staff member here at UOP for 12
years. She is the secretary to the
business manager in athletics, and
the secretary to baseball, softball,
cross country, field hockey and
sports information.
"1 like the hustle and bustle of
the job," Judy said. " like being busy
from the moment I come in until
the moment I leave. I hate boredom.
1 like the people. That's the first
thing 1 noticed when I came in here
was everybody is overly friendly,
and fun to work with. The job itself
is interesting. There's a lot of vari
ety in it."
Judy said she looks forward to
coming to work every day. She loves
interacting with the students as well
as the coaches and administrators.

COP
continued from page 5

complex and a new wing of the Class
room building.
"COP realized that there is
growth in the university and there
will be remodeling and expansion. If
we pulled out [of Hand and Knoles
halls] it would allow other schools to
take over," Benedetti said.
If the Sports Sciences department
moved out of the gym, the Athletics
department would be allowed to use
the extra space. The Quonset build
ings would be left empty if the Geol
ogy, Geography and Art departments

She said the department is a lot of
fun.
"As a matter of fact, the day I was
looking for this office for an inter
view, a little old professor showed me
how to get over here, and whenI said
1 was looking for the athletic depart
ment she said, 'oh, that's the fun de
partment' and she's right, it is." Judy
said.
Her favorite sport is basketball,
and she said she thinks she likes it so
much because it's a fast-paced sport
with fast scoring of points. In fact,
Judy is no stranger to fast-paced fun.
She loves to shop, but one of her ear
lier hobbies may surprise some of her
coworkers.
"I used to ride motorcycles. My
husband bought me one when I was
24. I was the only girl in town that
rode a motorcycle, so the only people
I could ride with were guys," Judy
said.
When asked about an especially
memorable UOP student she's know,
Judy recalled baseball player Jimmy
Mercurio.
s
"He was always on an 'up,' always
smiling and singing cowboy songs,"
she said. "He's just fun-even my hus
band likes him. He's a sensitive kid,

"We have two great kids. I love
being with them as adults; loved be
ing with them as kids," Judy said.
Regarding a fundamental aspect
of life, Judy continued her theme,
"Family is the core to anything in life,

moved to South Campus. The re
moval of the Quonsets would be de
cided by the university, said
Benedetti. According to the plan,
those departments should be given
priority space in the new buildings.
The English, Religious Studies
and Communication departments
would "be invited to reorient them
selves to the new space," and join the
majority of the departments that al
ready exist on South Campus, accord
ing to the plan. The Pacifican and
KUOP would also be encouraged to
relocate.
COP is also considering moving

the Science Library, currently located
in the Pharmacy building, to the
south campus lawn.
Benedetti said it "might be a stra
tegic time to bring the library over
here near the natural sciences. It
would also relieve some of the Phar
macy School's space problems."
The Benerd School of Education
would have the option of either mov
ing out of its current location or re
maining in place, said Benedetti. If
the school was to relocate, the space
could be remodeled and used as a
COP building.
New offices would be needed if
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departments were to relocate:!
some of the residence halls in ]
Quads could be used. Price House: |
Casa Werner wouldbe remodeled:!'
used as COP offices because tt|
structure and location would bea
propriate for that.
WPC offices and classrooi
would be retained by the collt|
"However, the college recommit
that this facility be renamed Colli;
Hall as a better means of providin;
physical identity for the college;t
cording to the plan.
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and there's a breakdown )tl
It's what parents are not D,tllit
Rttj
their children, or taking j i(r)(
every single thing they7 '
about every single niinute'
day. You have to.I saw that,°f
v"
ing my two kids."
Judy said she thinks her
ity is her gift of gab. In f3ct
Iieves that's why UOP hire^
refers to herself as "chatty (0,
"I think Ikind of soldmVs1
way," she said. "I think my jj
ity is being able to talk with r
like listening to others. For sc„
son I've always had a wet sw
since I was a young kid. My(
started coming to me when]]
young, and that hasn't cham,]'
anything, it's compounded 0VfJ
years."
Judy said she can't thinko(.L
thing she doesn't like about wot;™
in the Athletic department. She*
it's the first job she's loved from
ginning to end. Her satisfaction»f
her job is consistent with her tali
ness in all aspects of her life. c,
"I've had a good, happy life, j,
said. "Life's been good. I've no
plaints!"
(
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and somebody did a good job raising
him-like his mom and dad.
Family is important to Judy. She
has a son, 35, and a daughter, 32.
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xial collections

1 'He

>4 ntined from page 2
•ten
The last set of collections is the
iversity's own archives, which conins papers and publications, toier with the histories and photoatU
lis generated by various branches
the university from 1851 to the
•nt.
" Because the top priority is to save
protect materials for the next gen™ 'I
on. Everything is kept in acid-free
ixes and folders." Morrison said.
%\ Morrison graduated from the Uni
% ty of Illinois with a library degree
St also earned a masters degree in
s ithropology. She has been the adistrator since 1990.
Morrison said the center attracts
iut 1,800 visitors a year. Currently
le-third are students and faculty,
lile the rest are visiting scholars and
y nmunity members.
"1 think this place is very benefile'lf:ial to the students but is not publi
cized as much as it should be," junior
ell Bauer said,
no; B While the Department of Special
lections may sound intimidating
• students, Morrison, University Ar
chivist Don Walker, and library assis
tant Janene Ford provide a friendly
:t Mniosphere.
i[| "Sometimes we give tours and
II out early documents and talk
iut them." Morrison said, "It's not
run usual for us to spend several hours
]|i«th one person."

%

lospice
ontinued from page 7

uadraising and some work in the ofie. The volunteers participate in a
hour training course in order to
rovide support for the patients
mere listening skills are the main
Dcus.
Hospice tries to find volunteers
f at match the family's background
pid each care plan is individualized
the specific family. They look at
lie patient and the family as a single
B lit, according to Stiles.
The following was written by the
lnunder of modern day Hospice care,
br. Cecily Saunders:
I'ou matter because you are you...
iou matter to the last moment of
iour life,
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UOP Perspective

Affirmative action discriminates against
students who meet academic standards
JONATHAN C. SHERWOOD
Opinion Editor

t

I

*

Last week 1 read an article in the
San Francisco Chronicle about four
college students who were fasting
until the University of California Re
gents and Governor Wilson re-evalu
ated the decision to end Affirmative
Action in the UC system. The stu
dents had been fasting for 16 days
and only drank water and Gatorade.
They were so weak from not eating
that all four had to use wheelchairs.
Below the headline, "Affirmative
Action Hunger Strike Goes to the
Capital." The Chronicle ran a photo
of the four young men in their wheel
chairs in front of the state capitol.
When I picked up the piece and
started to read it, I had some sympa
thy for the individuals, who were
weak from not eating, but I had little
compassion for the choice they made
to starve and for the cause which they
were defending. I have a serious prob
lem with the policies of affirmative
action. Affirmative action was de
signed to aid those who victims of
racial discrimination, but at the same
time it was a policy against racial dis
crimination, it caused it. With affir
mative action, race became the issue
instead of merits when students ap
plied to colleges.
Supporters of affirmative action
in the UC system see it as a way for
minorities to have a chance at com
peting for a higher education. What
ever happened to students getting
into colleges based on their merits?
To me, supporters of affirmative ac
tion are saying that minorities are not
able to get into colleges on their mer
its. The only way that thousands of
minorities will have a chance for a
college education is if they are admit
ted to a college only on the basis of
race. Colleges don't have the room
to admit an unlimited number of stu
dents, so some people are going to be
out of luck. If the UC system admits
students based on race, what is to be
done with the innocent students who
have worked hard to excel in their
studies far beyond the average stu
dent? Is it right that these students
be turned away from a higher educa
tion because they are not a preferred
race? How right is it for a college to
turn away such a student because it
has to fill racial quotas and the
student's race is what keep her out
•.» * * * * * *

>*,* * * * * * * ****

j,iAi(V t '.

since the quota was fulfilled while
other racial quotas remained to be
fulfilled?
I do not believe it is right for stu
dents to be admitted into colleges
based on race only. Traditionally if a
person wanted to go to college, she
or he had to work hard in school, get
good grades, do well on college en
trance exams and participate in stu
dent activities and organizations.
Race is not a factor of how well a per
son does in school. It does not pre
vent people from having a high GPA.
People can participate in clubs and
activities around their high school
regardless of race. So why then do
minorities need special rights to be
admitted into colleges? Why must a
college overlook its academic stan
dards so it can admit a minority? If a
person has the grades to be admitted,
then admit the person regardless of
race. If a person does not meet the
academic standards of the institution,
don't admit the person.
Students should not be admitted
on the basis of filling a racial quota.
Many students are turned away from
colleges and miss out on the chance
for college education because they are
not of a race which has an unfulfilled
quota. How do racial quotas fit in to
admissions to academic institutions?
Have people become so concentrated
on race that a university must have a
specified percentage for each race that
makes up its student body? That is
ridiculous. It makes no sense. It is re
verse discrimination. It encourages
students to lie about their race by
claiming to be a minority just to get
into a college. During my senior year
of high school, my Pre-Calculus
teacher told the entire class that if
they were Portuguese, Basque or Ital
ian to mark Hispanic on their college
applications.
I do not see why race needs to be
a part of admission to college. Why
must students check a box which re
fers their race? Is it necessary in de
ciding if the student meets the aca
demic standards of the institution? Of
course not. Application to a univer
sity should not require the students
race. Furthermore, I believe that stu
dents should not apply with their
name either. Since most universities
see students as social security num
bers, why can college applications be
See Perspective page 11

Cartoon by fry

Letters to the Editor

New focus on Creek life

Kappa Phi's Charity RunToSan'
State University.

Dear Editor:
I have often read and heard the ex
pression, "Why can't you say any
thing good about Greek life?" After
reading the Pi Kappa Alpha house
article, I am wondering if this is sup
posed to be a "good thing." I don't
think that a Greek organization
should be commended because their
house follows the rules. It should be
expected of a Greek organization that
it act well-mannered and be respect
ful to its neighbors. A fraternity/so
rority is responsible for its members
and should be expected to obey the
rules. Anything less should not be
tolerated! Every Greek organization
on campus acts neighborly and fol
lows the rules of the Office of Resi
dential Life and Housing, if this were
not the case their house would be rep
rimanded.
This commendment for good be
havior within their dorm is essen
tially a cop out. This is not something
that is good to say about a Greek or
ganization. Greek life, unlike your
"typical" characteristics, is also inter
ested in community service and phi
lanthropies. What has Pi Kappa Al
pha done concerning these aspects of
Greek life? Instead of focusing half of
a page about how good of neighbors
they are with the Quads, you could
devote more space to what they've
done in our community. Next time if
you are going to say something
"good" about Greek life you should
devote more space to events like Delta
Delta Delta's Spaghetti Fest or Alpha

Chris justen
Phi Delta Theta

A pat on the back
Dear Editor:

I want to commend BiliieS
in the Finance Center for bei:
sensitive to the students. She
what could be a very tense site
and applies her special bran:
charm and gets everything runrj
smoothly. We really appreciate|
and want her to get a pat on t!
A thankful student
(name withheld upon request)

To our readers:

Over the past couple
months, The Pacifican hast'
ceived several unsigned let®
from readers expressing opi'
ions about the universib
Greek life, The Pacifican®
other topics. Writers may1
quest that their names not!
printed in the newspaper,'
a name and phone num'
must accompany all letters'
verification purposes on;

(Please see The Pacifican s1
ter policy page 11.)

%
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Question of the Week

N

:

Opinion

Top Ten List

Who do you think deserves special recognition at UOP and why?

--

~*T

:

ulaiicy Sicherman, Sophomore
p-e little people on campus...
Iff e°plc behind the scene."

Bassel Mardini, Freshman
"Professor Topp; Ffe got me to
change my major and I have a
new focus on life."

.. "•

Alyson Crayton, Junior
"Every group deserves recognition
because everybody is special
in their own way."

11

Top ten ways you
know you've met
the wrong person
10. They use the word
"hella" like its going out
of style.
9. They pull lines like, "I
only want to cuddle."
8. They think its okay to
relieve themselves in
front of you.

Kristina Best, Freshman
it'sI > student advisor, Heidi Biller,
i |l>ecause she has helped me
tv th adjusting. When I had a
B)!)lem...she was there for me,"

Heather Await, Freshman
"My sister Terra Await because she's
a senior here and she helped me,
showed me around, helped in
classes and is always there for me to
listen when I'm having a problem."

Dorthy Duran, Senior
"UOP students deserve recognition
because we don't get enough
recognition..."

7. They ask for your
number and call that
night.
6. They see a sign that
says "Say no to crack"
and pull their pants up.
5. They can't leave the
state of California.

Mike Sprague, Sophomore
tippa Psi...they're there for the
rpport of all its members and the
profession (Pharmacy) itself."

Shaza Mardini, Senior
"The graduating class of 1996,
because they made it through four
long years here..."

Rodney B. Campbell, Senior
"Ricky Bragg just because he has
made my life at UOP easier; he's a
friend to the end."

4. They have gotten to
gether with all of your
friends.
3. They can talk the
talk but they can't walk
the walk.

Policy on Letters to the Editor:
'essed by that number rather than
student's name. I feel that often
idents name identifies his or her
Affirmative action promotes ree discrimination. It allows for stus who meet academic standards
college to be turned away while
ents who do not meet academic
jards are accepted because they
i member of a minority group
h needs to be better represented
e student population. Innocent
ig people who have earned the
to a college education are being
ficed for students with minority
is and no regard for academic

standards under affirmative action.
Colleges are essentially lowering their
standards to allow special entry based
on race. It is wrong. It is racist. It is
discrimination against those who
have met the standards regardless of
their race.
The purpose of universities is to
educate students, not worry about the
ethnic make up of student popula
tions. Diversity is good, but only if it
occurs naturally.
The Pacifican welcomes other view
points on this and all issues. Bring let
ters to The Pacifican office, third floor
of Hand Hall, above KUOP. Letters must
be received seven days before the publi
cation date.

Letters to the Editor must
be submitted by noon, Mon
day to be considered tor pub
lication in this week's edition.
Letters canbe delivered to The
Pacifican office on the third
floor of Hand Hall, above
KUOP. faxedto (209) 946-2195
or sent via e-mail to
and a phone number lor veri
fication purposes. For more in
formation call (209) 946-2115.

2. When you kiss,
you think you've
taken a shower.
1. They say, "I think I'm
falling in love with you"
on the first date.

Compiled by:
Carrie Gulbransen

Save SIO Plus Get Up To 7,000* Bonus Miles
When You Use Your MasterCard® Card To Fly Shuttle™ By United.
Take $10 Off When You Buy A Roundtrip**
On Shuttle™ By United. It's fast, it's easy,
and you won't have to worry about lost,
stolen, or forgotten tickets again.
All you need to do is:
1. Have your MasterCard® card ready and call 1-800SHUTTLE, ask for E-TicketSM and book your flight.
2. Mention this coupon code — Promo UA 0107.
3. We'll store your electronic ticket in our ticketing data
base. Your receipt and itinerary will be mailed to you. If
needed sooner, ask at the airport. Should you need to
exchange or refund your ticket, you can complete your
arrangements by phone (1-800-SHUTTLE).
4 TO RECEIVE YOUR BONUS MILES, simply call
1-800-930-3104 and enroll in Mileage Plus® or
register your Mileage Plus Membership number. Your
Mileage Plus number must be in your reservation in order
to receive your first roundtrip flight bonus.
5. When you check in for your flight, show your
student photo I.D. and your MasterCard® card
you used to purchase your flight.

Call 1-800-SHUTTLE, ask for
E-TicketSM and book your flight.
To receive bonus miles
call 1-800-930-3104.
Stuff The Lawyers Wrote...
Discount is valid on Shuttle™ by United published roundtrip fares of $75
or more when issued as an electronic ticket. (CALL 1-800-SHUTTLE.)
Discount is available only on tickets purchased with a MasterCard® card.
Discount is available only at time of reservation and is only valid on up to two
paid tares purchased together lor travel on same flight date and class of service.
Tickets must be purchased 7 days in advance or by May 15,1996, whichever is
earlier, and are valid lor travel through May 31.1996. Olfer is not valid with any
other discounts, promotional fares. Mileage Plus® Awards. Silver VVing PlusSM,
convention, group, tour, government, military, senior citizen, student, child, travel
package, travel industry discount, joint, interline, wholesale, or bulk. Discounted
travel is eligible lor Mileage Plus credit. Seats available for certain fares are
capacity controlled and may not be available on certain tlignts or dates Discount
does not apply November 21/22/26.1995; December 21-23,26-30,1995; January
1-2.1996. or April 4-8,1996. All fares, taxes, and surcharges, including
Passenger Facility Charges are extra. Certificate has no cash or refund value and
is void if altered or duplicated.
'Receive 5,000 bonus miles on the lirst roundtrip you take on United/United
Express/Shuttle by United through 5/31/96 using this offer, plus an additional
2.000 bonus miles when you enroll as a new member in Mileage Plus® during
this promotion. Valid only on first roundtrip through May 31,1996.
"Must be issued using
ticketing service for a roundtrip fare
of $75 or more. Travel must be completed by May 31,1996.

Travel Agent Ticketing Instructions:
Treat as Type A - Discount Certificate
1. Validate on UA/016 only Accept only the original certificate. Apollo will.
subprice using appropriate TIC code
2. Issue ticket as follows.
a. FARE BASIS - Actual published Fare Basis and TIC SBU13 ($10 discount).
b. ENDORSEMENTS - "VLD UA." Add other restrictions e.g. "NON REF"
it space allows.
c. NOT VALID BEFORE - Normal date for fare used.
d. NOT VALID AFTER - May 15,1996 or fare expiration date whichever is earlier,
e FORM OF PAYMENT - Actual form of payment.
f. FARE/TAX/TOTAL - Subtract $9.09 from base fare. Add applicable
surcharges/taxes/fees and compute total
g. APOLLO AGENCIES - Enter HB DLD. Minor keystroke variations may exist
: depending on your CRS. so please check.
3. Draw a diagonal line Write EXCHANGED across Certificate face. Enter ticket
number. Attach auditor's coupon to certiticate and report to ARC.
4. Standard commission on amount actually collected.
5. Valid travel period: through May 31,1996.

Promo Code UA 0107 PROMO # 8 016 5003 000 005 3

£OLLEG£_
BY UNITED

E-TicketSM electronic

451995 MasterCard International Incorporated"

^fester Valued

Janell Bauer
A&E Editor
946-2115
jbauer@vmsl.cc.uop.edu
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Movie review

'Home for the Holidays': Redefining normal
ERIN LEWIS
Pacifican staff writer
"Home for the Holidays," di
rected by Jodie Foster, is one of my
top five picks for this year. It has a
tremendous cast (including Holly
Hunter, Robert Downey, Jr., Claire
Danes, Dylan McDermott, Anne
Bancroft, and Steve Guttenberg), a
smooth flow, and a wonderful sort of
feeling about it.
Because it was based on a true
story, it's undeniably candid and re
alistic. And because it was directed by
Jodie Foster, it's got gusto and style.
This is not your typical National
Lampoon's holiday schtick.

"Home" is full of crazy
relatives. Unlike other
holiday movies, however,
these relatives aren't
overly zany or obnoxious they're a little too close to
home.
"Home" is full of crazy relatives.
Unlike other holiday movies, how
ever, these relatives aren't overly zany
or obnoxious - they're a little too close
to home. One relative passes gas, an
other takes a swipe of pumpkin pie
the night before Thanksgiving,
Grandma wears a wig, old couples
dance horribly to equally horrible
Tom Jones songs, little kids are con
stantly bored, and —natch —yet an-

Anne Bancroft, Charles Durning and Robert Downey Junior star in the comedy "Home For The Holidays.'
other relative is always standing by
to capture only the most embarrass
ing moments on film. Everything
that's missing from other holiday
films is captured in this one.
The purpose of the film isn't just
to entertain the easily amused - it also

makes you think. "Home" makes its
statement by redefining what is nor
mal. We know everyone has wacky
relatives, but who's to say we aren't
the wacky relatives to them? No mat
ter how much they upset us or get

The purpose of the film
isn't just to entertain the
easily amused—it also
makes you think. "Home"
makes its statement by
redefining what is normal.

photo by Bob Marshak

Holly Hunter and Anne Bancroft in the holiday comedy, "Home for the Holidays.

on our nerves, they're still family, and
they will always be family.
It seems that Claudia (Holly
Hunter) is the only one who can fig
ure this out. When Thanksgiving din
ner gets out of hand, she is the only
one who can sit and laugh at the situ
ation. Everything bad that can possi
bly happen does, and all sorts of con
frontations arise (not goofy, kneeslapping confrontations, but hurtful,
compromising ones). The crazy aunt
who has been in love with her sister's
husband for 43 years (and never mar
ried because of it) gets a little too

photo by Bob Marshak

drunk, causing her to tell all, causing
turkey innards to fly onto Claudia's
pristine sister's dress, which prompts
her to chide brother Tommy (Robert
Downey, Jr.) for ruining her reputa
tion by being homosexual, which
causes a huge mess of intense emo
tions that makes you say, "Whoa!"
I'm not even scratching the sur
face. This is one pretty film.
Although it seems as if this holi
day is completely doomed, there are
bright moments throughout the film.
There's romance, comedy, and a few
unanticipated surprises thrown in.
To top it all off, the ending is one
of the best I've ever seen. Half an hour
after I left the theater, my eyes were
still watering. Do you remember the
ending from "Philadelphia"? Picture
it with twice the emotion and over
all loveliness. I'm definitely looking
forward to watching it again.

'Home for The Holidays'
Rating: A
Staring: Anne Bancroft, Charles
Duning and Robert Downey Junior
Recommended if you like: Robert
Downey, Jr. and holiday gettogethers.

Arts & Entertainment
Department of Drama and Dance ^
produces 'Six Degrees of Separstion

The Pacjfj,
Cat)

Valley Expr ess
Transportation
Serving San Francis^ \
Sacramento Airports

The Pacifican
Based on a true story, John
Guare's dramatic comedy follows the
exploits of a young black con man,
Paul, who thrusts himself into the
lives of a group of wealthy New York
ers. He staggers into the luxury high
rise apartment of the Kittridges, Ouisa
and Flan, after being mugged and
quickly captivates them with his
charm, grace, intelligence and near
celebrity (Paul convinces them he is
the son of Hollywood icon, Sidney
Poitier). A pleasant evening leads to
an overnight stay which culminates
in a startling discovery and an emo
tional roller coaster ride.
Performances are November 10,
11, 17 & 18 at 8p.m. and November
12 & 19 at 5p.m. in the DeMarcus
Brown Studio Theater. Ticket prices
are $8 General Admission and $4 for
Senior Citizens, Students, Faculty and
Staff. Call the Department of Drama
and Dance at 946-2116 for ticket res
ervations.

Call For A Quote
Very Reasonable Rates
209) 957-2827/(209) 969-7J

Lynn Allison Parker, DDS
Family Dentistry
3*

The Fountains
3031 West March Lane
Suiet 340 East
Stockton, CA 95219
(209)957-5116 fax:
Actors prepare for opening night of "Six Degress of Separation."

WOULD $44,500
HELP WITH COLLEGE?
West Lane

955-5680

Corner of West Lane & Swain. Stockton
Discover the difference! Where quality
service & comfort meet great motion
picture entertainment!
Bargain Matinees in Stereo
Advance Ticket Sales Available
at Box Office

Secured Parking

ACE VENTURA: BACK TO
NATURE - PG13
M-TH (1:15, 3:00. 3:30. 5:15. 5:30). 7:30. 8:00,
9 45. 10:15 F/S/S: (11:00. 12:45. 1:15. 3 00. 3.30.
5:15. 5 30). 7:30. 8:00. 9:45. 10:15

POWDER - PG13
M-TH (2:20. 4 50). 7:20.9:50
F/S/S/: (II :50. 2:20. 4:50). 7:20. 9:50

VAMPIRE IN BROOKLYN - R
M-TH: (2 45. 5:00). 7:15.9:30
F/S/S <12:15.2 45. 5:00). 7:15. 9:30

COPY CAT - R
M-TH: (2:20). (5 00). 745. 10:15
F/S/S <11 40). 2:20). (5:00), 7:45. 10:15

FAIR GAME - R
M-TH (1.40. 3:40, 5:40). 7:40, 9:40
F/SIS: (11:40, 1:40, 3:40, 5:40), 7:40, 9:40

DEAD PRESIDENTS - R
M-TH: (2:15. 4:45), 7:14. 9:45
F/S/S: (11:45, 2:15. 4:45), 7:14. 9:45

Football
Sunday

Happy Hour 9am-noon
Featuring Giant Bloody Marys
Breakfast 9am-noon

$3.50

Monday Night
Football
COUCH POTATO
CONTEST

Drawings for trips,
cruises, NFL
merchandise
and Couch Potato
Prize Package!

The Only Place For Football!

HOW TO MAKE AN AMERICAN
QUILT - PG13

1 - 800 - USA - ARMY

M-TH (4:40). 9:15
F/S/S: (12:00. 4:40), 9:15

GOLD DIGGERS - PG
DAILY: (2:35), 7:00

TIMES FOR 11/10- 11/16

You can earn
more than $17,585
during a standard
Army Reserve
enlistment...
And another
$6,920 if you qualify
for the Montgomery
GI Bill...
Plus if you have
or obtain a qualified student loan, you could
get help paying it off—up to $20,000—if you
train in certain specialties in certain units.
And that's for part-time service—usually
one weekend a month plus two weeks'
Annual Training.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call:

2301 Pacific Avenue
937-0228

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

ARMY RESERVE

Arts & Entertainment
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• Movie review
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The Movie Guys disembowel "Fair Game

N QURBAN REVEAL
RYAN SCHNEIDER
Pacifican staff writers

R: Following the one-line review
i of "Powder," let me continue in the
tradition when I speak of the new
69.),. Cindy Crawford, William Baldwin
flick from Joel Silver: DON'T GO SEE

K

Irr.

N: Let me explain. As expected,
Cindy Crawford has the screen prest ence of an envelope. She delivers
e\ery line with the same benign, run
way-happy expression. I've heard her
voice inflect more on a House of Style
episode about socks.
R: Yes, to quote David Spade from
;SNL, "They call them acting lessons;
get some more." A lot more. It is
impossible to see Cindy as Kate
• iMcQuean, philanthropic civil attor
ney, and not as Cindy Crawford, al,
Icged supermodel.
* j
N: Speaking of character believability: if McQuean is supposed to be
as tough as the words in her lines,
w hat's with the skirt?
R: It's more a like a belt. Despite
the efforts of half a dozen costumeniake-up-hair people, Cindy still
looks like Cindy dressed as a lawyer

and not a lawyer.
N: And now on to William
Baldwin. My first piece of advice to
him: learn to smoke! The scene in
troducing him to McQuean, with the
oh-so-thank-you-Freud-phallic cigar
garners the Oscar for most awkward
scene.
R:
Billy wasn't so hot in
"Backdraft," didn't see what he was
doing in "Sliver," and continues his
downward spiral in this film. Bill, you
have two brothers in the industry,
unfortunately for us, so don't dis
honor your family name by doing
cheesey films which portray you get
ting down with beautiful women.
N: Let's begin to draw and quar
ter the plot. Feast your eyes on
Baldwin's gorgeous and angry girl
friend. You'll never see her again. She
doesn't die, we just never see her
again.
R: Nat, this is to facilitate the
corniness, I mean the love relation
ship, between Billy and Cindy!
N: Oh! I get it.
R: Too bad Cindy didn't get on
the train. This is the one and only
love scene, following two gratuitous
shower scenes, which are as believ
able as the rest of the film. Question:

Is it really Cindy's nipple?
N: You have to love the bad guys.
They are Russian KGB Special Forces
who used to work in Cuba, don't any
more, and are now associated with
drug lords, but not really because they
kill him early in the film and go in
dependent. Why do we need this in
formation? I don't know!
R: Nat, this is to facilitate the
corniness - to show us how tough
they are despite the fact that they
spend the entire film trying to kill
Cindy, and when she is finally appre
hended, they keep her alive. These
baddies aren't so tough.
N: Touted as a thriller, "Fair
Game" falls miserably short. The bad
guys drive around in two rented Bron
cos and a Suburban. The chase scenes
consist of quick, extreme close-ups
that I could do in my garage. They
felt so slow, I missed O.J.
R: Yes. Paint them black, tint the
windows, show them in ECU, edit in
some rumbly mufflers, and you have
the oh-so-formidable Bad Guys in
"Fair Game."
N: The film stock just wasn't fast
enough to capture any of the chase
sequences. We get a marvelous stro
boscope effect as gravel blinks across

//

the screen. Cindy's punch looked like
a dance club move. My partner
thinks this may be for cinematic ef
fect. If it is, it's bad. If it isn't, it's
worse.
R: I think this film really tries to
succeed, and it comes close in its ac
tion sequences, despite the crappy
appearance. There are some original
stunts which mostly look real. How
ever, the film basically just comes off
as funny. And unfortunately, you're
laughing at it, not with it.
N: We'll forgive Mr. Baldwin's
apparent confusion about how cruise
control actually works.
R: Now for Worst Bits. I have
too many to list, but we'll call it
Cindy's acting. 'Nough said.
N: Check out Billy's body tem
perature, which drops to about fifty
degrees, masking him from an infra
red scope. I've heard of cold show
ers, but this is ridiculous. As a public
service, we are not telling you where
it's playing.
R: But if you really have a han
kering to see Cindy's nipple, it'll be
in THX.

' Music review

David Grisman spotlights Jewish, Latin styles on
latest releases, range from somber to festive
OEL SCHWITZER
Pacifican staff writer
Not too many musicians in the
world today choose to base their ca
reer on playing the mandolin. David
Grisman, however, has been doing
just that for over 25 years.
Whether playing with the Grate
ful Dead (on their classic "American
Beauty" album), doing a project with
Jerry Garcia (including a wonderful
album of children's music, "Not for
Kids Only,") or pioneering his own
tyle of music (Dawg music), Grisman
shows the versatility of this wonder
ful instrument.
Dawg music is characterized by its
seamless blend of various ethnic
tyles as well as jazz, bluegrass, and
other musical genres. The first of the
newest Grisman releases, "Songs of
Our Fathers," concentrates on Jewish
music.
Teaming up with longtime friend
and fellow mandolin player Andy
Statman, Grisman pours his heart
nto the music. The songs range from
somber to festive, and can be enjoyed

by Jew and non-Jew alike. Backed by
clarinet, tuba, bass, guitar, cello and
strings, the two musicians provide a
nice overview of the legacy of music
passed down over generations.
In the wake of the tragic assassi
nation of Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin, two of these songs
have a special poignancy: "Shomer
Yisrael," a heartfelt emotional plea for
the welfare of Israel; and "For the Sake
of My Brothers and Friends," an ad
aptation of a verse from the Book of
Psalms calling for world peace.
The second of these releases,
"Dawganova," by the David Grisman
Quintet, gives the Dawg treatment to
Latin music. The resulting selections
are very mellow, yet rhythmically
interesting as well.
The support provided to Grisman
by the percussion of Joe Craven and
the flute of Matt Eakle is particularly
delightful. This melodic masterpiece
provides a great opportunity to ex
pose yourself to the versatility of the
mandolin when approached by a true
innovator of the instrument.
For those who have become adept

David Grisman and Andy Statman sing traditional Jewish melodies.

at browsing the world wide web,
Grisman's record company, Acoustic
Disc, has launched a wonderfully de
tailed web site. Here one can down
load audio and video clips, catch up

on tour dates, or even find musical
transcriptions of Grisman songs.
Acoustic Disc has taken full advan
tage of the ever-expanding informa
tion superhighway.
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CALENDAR SECTION
Storytime from 11 to 11:30 a.m. For
more information call 472-7495.

Friday, Nov. 10
ON CAMPUS
Faculty Fridays are back! An informal
gathering of UOP's faculty and ad
ministrators will be hosted by the
University College. This meeting will
be held in the Bechtel International
Center from 4 to 6 p.m. This is a time
for faculty and administrators to
share ideas, develop friendships, and
enjoy refreshments as guests of vari
ous campus units.

5[

Percussion Concert featuring the UOP
Percussion Ensemble, conducted by
Allen Brown at 8 p.m. in the Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. General admis
sion is $3, free to UOP students and
children under 12.
Chi Alpha: An energetic Christian
fellowship time to sing and study
about God's message. Meets at 8 p.m.
in WPC 140.

Actress and author Janet Leigh, a UOP alumna and star of
Hitchcock's classic "Psycho," will speak in Long Theatre at 8 p.m.
on Nov. 13. She will be speaking for a Stockton Public Library benefit
sponsored by the Stockton Arts Commission. Tickets are $10 per
person, $5 for students with ID, and are available from the UOP
Box Office, 946-2UOP, Stockton Arts Commission, 937-7488,
Maxwell's Bookmark at 2103 Pacific Ave. and Bookland in Lincoln
Center. A free reception and book signing will be held in the Long
Theatre lobby at 4 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 9
ON CAMPUS
Chi Alpha Noon Prayer. Morris
Chapel. All welcome to join.
Global Perspectives this month deals
with "Affirmative Action: Yes or No?"
This is an open gathering of students
and faculty to discuss current issues.
Mamie Darlington, a Black Studies
professor at UOP, will lead this
month's discussion. Meets 12 to 1
p.m. in the Bechtel International
Center.

"Kotreshi's Dream," an award win
ning Indian film by Director
Nagathihalli Chandrashekhara, will
be shown at 7:30 p.m. in Morris
Chapel. General admission is $3, free
to UOP students. Dialogue with di
rector follows showing.

Ultimate Adventures club will be
showing a movie called "The 11 Com
mandments" at 6 p.m. in the
McCaffrey Center Theatre. The cost
is $6, which includes a raffle ticket.

Movie: "Braveheart." Mel Gibson di
rected and stars in this violent adven
ture portraying 13th century Scottish
"freedom fighter" William Wallace in
his drive against the British. Gibson
takes his warrior band to great
lengths, complete with battle and
torture scenes. Though many strik
ingly beautiful sequences give the
film a handsome boldness, there are
many graphic blood-and-guts intense
battles. Rated R. McCaffrey Center
Theatre. 8 p.m. Movie will be shown
through Nov. 12.

STUDY BREAK: Self-Hypnotism with
Dennis Alsop. Come find out how
you can use self-hypnotism to get rid
of your stress and to help you with

OFF CAMPUS
Every Thursday Barnes & Noble, lo
cated at 660 West March Lane in
Stockton, holds a Children's

Academic Council meets from 3 to 5
p.m. in the McCaffrey Center Con
ference Room.

%

your problems. Bechtel International
Center, 7 p.m.

"Six Degrees of Separation" will be
performed tonight at 8 p.m. in the
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theater in
side the UOP Drama Building. Based
on a true story, Guare's dramatic com
edy follows the exploits of a young
black con man, Paul, who thrusts
himself into the lives of a group of
wealthy New Yorkers. Ticket prices are
$8 for general admission and $4 for
senior citizens, UOP students, faculty,
and staff. Call 946-2116 to make res
ervations. Play will be shown on Fri
day, Saturday, and Sunday through
Nov. 19.
Percussion Concert featuring the UOP
Percussion Ensemble, conducted by
Allen Brown, at 8 p.m. in the Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. General admis
sion is $3, free to UOP students and
children under 12.
Movie: "Braveheart." See Nov. 9 for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8
p.m.
Arabian Night sponsored by the
Middle Eastern Student Association.
A cultural party with speaker Haya
Dajani, a tribute to Arab poet Khalil
Gibran. Everyone is welcome, food
and dancing will follow speaker. 8
p.m. in the Bechtel International
Center.

Saturday, Nov. 11
TIGER SPORTS
UOP Badminton Club meets every
Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to noon in
the UOP Gym. All are welcome to join
the fun.

Water Polo against S k r
Kjeldsen Pool at noon. Co^'
our team!
pGI
UOP Football battles Unjv en
Nevada, Reno at Stagg Men/ {mi'
1
dium at 1:30 p.m. Call 946
all1
tickets.

Women's Volleyball will pu >N
Beach State University in LonE G°n
Cow
at 7:30 p.m.
»ef

tat
ON CAMPUS
Movie: "Braveheart." See Nov .
details. McCaffrey Center Thff u(l(
p.m.
m

iv

"Pacific Market: Fresh Music i*
Around the World" presents at 0I
day concert for composer[] :
Schwartz at 8 p.m. in FayeSpr |oConcert Hall. It is precededat? o
with a lecture which inch n
Schwartz: "A Composer's Viewc:Ra
formance: Space, Ritual andIllua pBoth events are included in ft, nf
general admission price. Thisev [
is free to UOP students and chili ti
under 12. Call 946-2415 formort il
Mi
formation.
:

"Six Degrees of Separation." SeeN n
10 for details. 8 p.m. in the DeMa: ®
Brown Studio Theater inside thel'i >'
Drama Building.

Sunday, Nov. 12

ON CAMPUS
Library computers will be down 6 q-i
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. due to a softik
upgrade. A little inconvenience nij
will save us all much time later, p,

Are you registered for the UOP-s
sored Carnival cruise? Cruise ii
Spring Break for only $470.5 Dafil
Nights to Catalina Island af
Ensenada. For more information
the PRSSA office at 946-3045. The: ,,
deposit is due today in Hand Ha;
room 208.

Movie: "Braveheart." See Nov.9; i
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre,
p.m.

"Six Degrees of Separation."SeeN
10 for details. 5 p.m. in the DeMarfj
Brown Studio Theater inside theI
Drama Building. Also Nov. 17-19

Monday, Nov. 13
ON CAMPUS
Actress and author Janet Leigh, aI
alumna and star of Hitchcock's c'
sic "Psycho," will speak in LongH
atre at 8 p.m. Tickets are $10 per?
son, $5 for students with ID, and'
available froom the UOP Box OfH1
946-2UOP. A free reception andb"1
signing will be held in the LongH
atre lobby at 4 p.m.

Ocj
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CALENDAR SECTION
uesday, Nov. 14

Co

Wednesday, Nov. IS

CIGER SPORTS
^ '-Tr, 4en's Basketball against United Arab
pirates in the A.G. Spanos Center
'%)1 7 30 p.m. For ticket information,
946-2UOP.

ON CAMPUS
Confidential HIV Antibody Testing.
Cowell Student Health Center every
Wednesday. 9 to 11 a.m. For more
information call 946-2315.

ill, IN CAMPUS
ionfidential HIV Antibody Testing,
•well Student Health Center every
ue:day. 6 to 8 p.m. For more infor
mation call 946-2315.

Engineering seminar on "Solar Cook
ing and Water Pasteurization" with
Professor Ed Pejack in Anderson Hall
216 from 2 to 3 p.m.

iiesday World Forum in the Bechtel
nit rnational Center from 12 to 1
toi. Lecture on "The Former YugoHvia: A Problem for All Its Citizens.'
ecture given by Uros Petrovic, law
,-ac.uate of the University of Serajevo.

, f ,'oop/Internship Program orientapior meeting today from 4 to 5 p.m.
" if m the second floor of McConchie
''if 'all. If you are interested in either a
"dl'D-op or internship, please attend this
1(1 is uformational meeting.
• rm

Oscar Arias, former president of Costa
Rica and a Nobel Peace Laureate, will
deliver the Bishop Miller Lecture at
7:30 p.m. in Long Theater. The Bishop
Miller Committee and the School of
International Studies are sponsors of
The Fall 1995 Bishop and Mrs. George
A. Miller Lecture on "Latin America
and the United Nations-Peace and
Human Rights After 50 Years."
Pacific Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Al
liance meets at 8:30 p.m. in the Re
gents Dining Room.

idttsjfcdent Health Advisory Committee
fair SHAC) meeting at 6 p.m in the
IcCaffrey Center Conference Room.

Movie: "Losing Isaiah." See Nov. 14
for details. McCaffrey Center Theatre.
8 p.m.

i."t-«e legal advice to students with a
eft 'alid student ID sticker. Staff and facdef |ly require a $10 fee. Legal services
<1! be available from 5:30 to 7:30
in . in the ASUOP office, located on
he second floor of the McCaffrey
enter. For appointments and infortia'ion, call 946-2233.

OFF CAMPUS
The CREW: Christ's Reality Explod
ing the Walls. This is a Bible study
sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ and Quail Lakes Baptist
Church for any college student want
ing to learn more about Christ. Meets
every Wednesday at 6 p.m. at 828 W.
Stadium Dr. Apt. #3 (Across the street
from South/West Residence Hall). For
more information call Sean Curtis at
951-7380.

•"he University Women Evening Book
-Iscussion Group meets at 7:30 p.m.
® o discuss "The Stone Diaries," a
'ul itzer Prize-winning novel by Carol
" elds. Meeting will be held at the
ne of Ruth Nyberg, 420 Bristol
Those interested contact Nyberg
or Laurel Blaney at 4629.
u

vie: "Losing Isaiah." Academy
Mrd winner Jessica Lange stars as
a rgret Lewin, a social worker who
:>pts an abandoned baby of another
te. Halle Berry stars as Khaila, the
ild's birth mother. After the drugIdicted infant is found abandoned,
survives an arduous fight for life
|iiecome a cherished member of the
rvin family. Four years later, Khaila
ifetermined to regain custody of her
li. Rated R. McCaffrey Center The[e. 8 p.m. Movie will play through
:>v. 15.
1 1,~.
IF CAMPUS
ery Tuesday Barnes & Noble, loed at 660 West March Lane in
ckton, holds a "Game Night in the
ife" from 6 to 9 p.m. For more inrmation call 472-7495.

Barnes St Noble, located at 660 West
March Lane in Stockton, will host
Roger Werner, of Deltanet, Internet
Access Co. Mr. Werner will speak on
"Intro to the 'Net'," from 7 to 8:30
p.m. For more information, call Roger
Werner at 474-3121.

Thursday; Nov. 16
ON CAMPUS
National Society of Black Engineers
will meet at noon in the MEP room.
Chi Alpha Noon Prayer. Morris
Chapel. All welcome to join.
An hor d'oeuvre recipe exchange
sponsored by Staff Council's Staff
Development Committee will be held
at 5 p.m. at the Pacific Athletic Club.
Participants are asked to bring an ap
petizer for sampling and copies of the
recipe. For more information, call
Frances Feicht at 946-2206.
Upbeat Special Events and Cultural
Awareness are proud to present the
first show in the comedy club series,

Don't miss the Ying Quartet's performance in the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall at 3 p.m. on Nov. 19. The concert will be preceded by a free program
preview and will be followed by a reception for the audience and
musicians. Tickets are $15 per person and may be secured by mailing
checks payable to Friends of Chamber Music, with a self-addressed
stamped envelope, to FOCM at P.O. Box 4874, Stockton, CA 95204.
Any remaining tickets will be sold at the door. For more information,
call 946-0540 or 937-7488.
"Funny Farm Live." 8 p.m. in the
Static Attic, McCaffrey Center.

more information, call Cynthia Estes
at 472-7495.

Movie: "Species." Acclaimed film
maker Roger Donajdson directs this
terrifying thriller about an alien cre
ated by splicing human DNA se
quence sent from space. The result is
a shape-changing creature that can
appear as a beautiful woman but is
more dangerous than anyone ever
imagined. Rated R. McCaffrey Cen
ter Theatre. 8 p.m. Movie will play
through Nov. 19.

Friday; Nov. 17

OFF CAMPUS
Every Thursday Barnes & Noble, lo
cated at 660 West March Lane in
Stockton, holds a Children's
Storytime from 11 to 11:30 a.m. For
more information call 472-7495.
Barnes & Noble, located at 660 West
March Lane in Stockton, is holding
Genevieve's Reading Group today
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The topic of dis
cission will be "If on a Winter's Night
a Traveler..." by Italo Calvino. For

ON CAMPUS
A closing reception will be held for
artist, Kathryn VanDyke, in the UOP
Gallery from 7 to 9 p.m. Her abstract
paintings containing organic themes
and developing abstruse patterns
have been on display since Oct. 24.
Don't miss out on your opportunity
to see her work on display. The UOP
Gallery is located on the second floor
of the McCaffrey Center. Gallery open
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday - Friday, 12
to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Chi Alpha: An energetic Christian
fellowship time to sing and study
about God's message. Meets at 8 p.m.
in WPC 140.
"Six Degrees of Separation." See Nov.
10 for details.
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Restaurant review

San Felipe Grill: Fresh,
fun, fiesta of food

J

II
I

Happy Hours
4 p.m. - 7 o.m.
Monday - Friday

(209) 476-6290
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. '4 . STOCKTON. CA 05207
ACROSS FROM THE HILTON ENTRANCE

Coloring Available

STOCKTON

San Felipe Grill

were wrapped neatly in a warm torti
lla for only $3.75. The portion was
huge and obviously freshly made.
If you would like something a
little more extravagant, try the Laguna Beach Bomber for $2.95 or an
artichoke served hot or cold for $2.50.
Regardless, you food will be delivered
by a friendly and helpful worker,
ready to serve. At San Felipe Grill you
can try terrific Mexican cuisine for
great prices in an inviting atmo
sphere.
So, if you're looking for the ideal
place to eat any night of the week,
San Felipe Grill is close, convenient,
cheap, and delicious.

Gary Sakai DDS
general dentistry
for all ages

3031 W. March Lane #130 S.
Stockton, CA 95219
951-0673

•flooi

NOVEMBER 2 thru DECEMBER 2
$14 Adults • $12 Students/Senior Citizens
CURTAIN TIMES

•<11

Thursdays 7:30 p.m.
Fridays and Saturdays 8 p.m.
Sunday Matinee 2:30 pun.

BOX OFFICE

a 473-2424
24 hour phone service

ply Irresistable" Co

for Cash & Prizes
75 Selected Shots inclu
MEL 4 BALL • SEX Off THE BEACH •
PURPLE IOOTERS • TEQUILA SUNRISE • F
9:OOPM-CLOSE

T

H

E

]
ICAl\

Interested in gaining
Sales and Marketing
Experience?
•Hourly rate
•Commision
•Bonuses

By Walton Jones • Music by Various
Composers • Directed by Jon Robinson

X
r
fl

Featuring the

Be an Advertising Representative
for The Pacifican. Gain valuable experience j
and earn some extra money too.

I Q O O O O Q O O O (5~)

f
|
I

1 1

Record s
943-1112 or 800-606-9?:

avic THEATRE

i o a oa o

Reaching more than 155,000 homes! /

Covers private party household items and select^,
merchandise priced under $400 (items must bet

can

LAURA BENSON
Pacifican staff writer
Nearly within walking distance of
the UOP campus, San Felipe Grill sits
on Pacific Ave., just north of
McDonalds. It is easy to miss if you
don't know it's there, but it is cer
tainly worth looking for.
San Felipe Grill offers the conve
nience of fast food (they even have a
drive thru), combined with the
quaintness and quality of a sit down
restaurant.
As you probably guessed, they
serve a variety of Mexican food.
There are large selections to choose
from for breakfast, lunch, or dinner.
The taste is unsurpassable, the au
thentic flavor will awaken the taste
buds of those of you who are accus
tomed to places like Taco Bell.
After you order, you can sit in the
dimly lighted dining room, decorated
in a unique Southwestern style, or get
some fresh air on the patio.
I had no idea what to expect
when I first visited San Felipe, but I
was extremely pleased with my
chicken burrito. Chicken, beans,
cheese, rice, and fresh picante sauce

some
lute.

The Largest Local Selection ol Designer Eyewear
1308 R0BINH00D DRIVE-SUITE 18- STOCKTON, U 95207 • 209-873-0928

Apply in person at The Pacifican office
Third Floor Hand Hall
•Must be available to work during January
Term, Spring Semester and
Summer (July and August)
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TfComposer Elliott Schwartz to
S attend birthday celebration

Elliott S. Schwartz, Professor of Music
will guest conduct at Pacific Market.

Pacifican

What birthday invitation list indes six bassoons, six flutes, vio, piano, an entire orchestra, East
lc ast composer Elliott Schwartz, and
ou? It's a special event at PACIFIC
MARKET: Fresh Music From Around
Ilia e World. The Conservatory of
rMusic's concert series is guaranteed
'Bllo bring the new and exciting to our
a npus.
Pacific Market director Curt
—Aeneman, who teaches composi—k n and music theory at the ConJifatory, says the celebration will be
ear-opening event, even if you
ve never been to a Conservatory
mcert before.
Veeneman says, "Some insiders
jy remember Elliott Schwartz as
le composer who wrote Elevator
iisic in the radical 1960s. This is a
jrk in which performers are posi>ned throughout a 16-story buildg, and the audience actually rides
II i an elevator. The 'conductor' dermines the floors at which the el1 ator stops, and thus what the auence hears. I think this piece anjunced to the world Elliott's
farming spirit and sense of advenre. The same spirit pervades the
usic planned for Saturday night's
>ncert, except that the audience
ill be seated in the traditional arngement. The music contains
ther surprises, though."
fain addition to the world-pre

Hi

miere of Reflections for six bassoons
(one rarely finds this many bassoons
in one room together!) and another
work for six flutes, a more conven
tionally orchestrated symphonic
work, Timepiece: 1794, will be per
formed by the UOP Symphony Or
chestra, under the direction of Dr.
Michael Allard. The performance is
conventional, until the woodwind
players begin playing with metro
nomes in the second movement,
Veeneman mentioned. Also the
Stern-Andrist Duo will perform Me
morial In Two Parts for violin and pi
ano.
Students, and faculty, may also
be interested to know that two au
dience members will receive $20 gift
certificates from Tower Records Cou
pons for a free drink from the
espresso bar at Safari Coffee and Tea
Company will also be distributed at
the concert. Come see and hear for
yourself what all the excitement is
about and experience Pacific Market
for yourself!
Funding for the concert has been
provided by MEET THE COMPOSER/
CALIFORNIA, with support from
MEET THE COMPOSER, Inc., the Na
tional Endowment for the Arts, Day
ton Hudson Foundation, Metropoli
tan Life Foundation, the California
Arts Council, and The City of Los
Angeles Cultural Affairs Department.
Mr. Schwartz's travel has been pro
vided by Reid Travel Associates of
Stockton.

ORDER NOWAND RECEIVE BY GRADUATION

College Associate on Campus for
Christmas Promotion
Tues. Nov. 14 - Wed. Nov. 15 -10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
LOCATION: UOP BOOKSTORE

JQSTENS

Au 1*0*
Sweats^*

20% 0^

*Not To Be Used
With Any Other Discount

,

Maybe dorm Food Is Bland
And Boring But Dorm Walls
Don't Have To Be.

DECI^Walis
VVeberstown Mall

474-1591

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
A N S L L A DA M S

Books . . . and a whole lot more! • Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

Diana k

Classified Adver
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Foreign students DV-1 Greencard Earn $200-5500 weekly mailing
Program available. 1-800-660- travel brochures. For information
send a self-addressed stamped en
7167.
velope to: Inc-1, P.O. Box 1354,
Miami, FL 33160-1354.
HUNDREDS AND THOUSANDS OF
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE TO ALL STUDENTS. Earn an extra $1000/month while
IMMEDIATE QUALIFICATION. enjoying the freedom of the road.
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SAT Appy at Domino's Pizza, 4343 Pa
cific or Call @ 952-3030.
URDAY CALL 1-800-270-2744.
FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

1988 HONDA PRELUDE SI: Fully
powered, red, AC, detachable face
CD player, tinted windows, chrome
platedsides, new alarm system, 93k
miles. Exc. Cond. $6,800/best of
fer. Call @474-8765.

P/T telephone solicitors: We
are looking for outgoing and enthu
siastic people with good phone
skills to help us expand our busi
ness. Excellent income potential.
Telemarketing experience helpful.
Free info, call (800) 883-7971.

S A N FELIPE
6RILL
World's First Oyster Burrito
INCREDIBLE!
Discover the flavors that have
made San Felipe famous
CARNE ASADA • CARNITAS
TOSTADAS* QUESADILLAS
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
Fresh Squeezed Orange Juice
Drive Thru Espresso
Phone Orders 952-6261
We accept ATM, Visa, 4601 Pacific Ave
1 blk. south of
Mastercard & Discover
march lane

Health Plan of San Joaquin seeks
clerical assistant, 20 hours/wk,
$9.47/h. Experience with Windows
WORK STUDY JOBS
Viking Freight seeks part-time cleri and wordprocessing desired. Con
cal and dock workers for various tact Catherine Leal or Fax 939-3535.
shifts in Stockton or other regional
facilities. Contact Pete Tucker, 1820
Parkway Blvd., W. Sacramento Target seeks cashiers, stock, clerical,
and sales persons. Contact Lisa
95691, (916) 371-9181.
Carveles, 4707 Pacific Ave., 4768081.
First Presbyterian Church seeks Di
rector of Youth Ministry 15 hours/ In Shape City/Stockton Athletic
week, $600/month. Contact Steven Clubs seek front desk worker, 15Carter, Pastor, 31 E. Vine Street, 20 hours/wk, $5/h. Contact Curt
Zimmerman, 7920 Kelly Drive, 472Stockton 95202, (209) 465-2653.
2105.
PART-TIME/

JOBS

McMulen, 120 West
Branch. Pick up applicJ
Wells Fargo branch and'
Lodi Branch.
Campbell's in Lincolnceri
Salespersons in Women's^

For additional informatk
postings visit Career Service
Second Floor McConchi
West Stadium, Stock
95204. Phone (209) 946.23^,
(209) 946-2760.

UOP Career Services seeks part-time
Work Study workers during Janu Wells Fargo in Lodi seeks
ary Term. Contact Norma, 946- Tellers, 17 hours/wk, $7-8/
Contact Pricillia
2361 or visit 2nd Floor McConchie hr.
Hall.

The Woodsi
630 North Gr^
Stocla

INTERNET!

462.81

Furniture to Fin

Save time on research & homework.
See things not published anywhere else.
Communicate with the world.
2S.S modems. PPP access.
Direct Internet Dial-up Access!
Get EM A IP fr the World Wide Web.

Monday

|

•

N
t

" Harding Way

Park

Call for UOP Student Special
(800) 446 - 7322 In Reach Internet, Stockton, CA

through Saturday 10-5

Oak -*•

£

f
I
3

3

n

1
5'

rc Scale

Hundreds of Items!

From Classics to Adult films
3214 Pacific Avenue
943-2558
(Across the street from Lucky's)

Rent two new releases and
get one older title FREE.
Free Membership With UOP ID

"Manny's"

CaCifornia Fresh

47

•C • A • F • E •
Rotisserie Roasted Turkey Sa
"The Real Thing"
Fresh Fish Sandwirhps
"Can Be Grilled"
BLT

ENROLLMENT

Hand Cut Apple Smoked Bacon
Breast Of Chicken Sandwich
"Stockton's Best"
Freshly Squeezed Lemonade

1612 Pacific Avenue
Phone Orders
463-6415

WEEKS
FREE!

On a Shape-Up Member
ship, plus a one-time
processing fee and monthly
t.F.T. facility fees.

NAUTILUS
FITNESS CENTERS

iTM

1-800-24-WQRK0UT

Daely C!'y *,??%* Fa,ir,iel? * Fr0lsT. * f,e!?onl2' Haywa,<1 *Manta *Ma,in'
Hi"• Mountain View • Oakland • Pleasanlon • Sacramento (3)
Salinas • San Diego (2) • San Francisco (4) • San Jose (2) • San Leandro • San Mateo • San Pablo • San Ramon • Sanla Cruz • Santa Rosa • Saratoga •• Stockton •> Sunnyvale
Sunnyvale •
• Vallejo
Vallejo •• Walnut
Walnut Cree
Creek

lis[oun|s an te used »illi this ojlei. Mustbyl leys! 16 years old.vii )< lilli pi(en| Incenlnysyay be otleved tor eniplligg yn ylber memiwsliiitt. Babysitting availableJou mmiml la asomevaflas AwiUtunay vaiy pa ceitler

No other di

aa

.6311

Map Net

PACIFIC VIDEO

AP'year

O
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946-2115

W,fu ij. C ncch profile

on Second half provides exciting ending
2»u downs
coaching
h:

Shelton

GEOFF GOODMAN
Pacifican staff writer

os,

)n,ia!i

c

CHAD LEMONS
"chief Pacifican guest writer
jjjjcta
Some football coaches are in pur
suit of a national championship.
Others, like UOP coach Chuck
jnJ1 Shelton, are more concerned with the
penonal growth of their players and

!rM'r

A pattern is starting to develop for
Pacific's football team. It's a trend that
entertains the fans, but stresses
coaches out to their core.
But the Tigers insist on spotting
opponents a healthy first half lead
and then rally for a dramatic fourth
quarter finale.
Such was the case last Saturday,
until the time clock ran out on Pa
cific in a key Big West matchup
against New Mexico State.
"Probably nothing is more diffi
cult for a coach as to go through a
defeat of that nature," said head
coach Chuck Shelton.
Down 29-3 at halftime, UOP went
on a tear in the second half. They set
the tempo and scored 20 points in the
third quarter alone to outscore the
Aggies 34-10 in the second half. But
the damage was already done.
Aggie running back Denvis
Manns ran for 209 yards and earned
the distinction as the Big West CoOffensive player of the week. Team
mate Gary Jessie was also recognized

In his second career start freshman quarterback Graham Leigh "threw two
touchdown passes and completed 21 of 38 attempts.
as the Defensive player of the week,
after the linebacker recorded 11 tack
les, forced a fumble and broke up a
Graham Leigh two point conversion
near the end of the game.
Pacific tailback Joe Abdullah
rushed for 140 yards on 20 carries,
while catching eight passes for an
other 140 yards. It is only the second
time in school history that a Pacific

running back has rushed and caught
passes for over 100 yards. The only
other Tiger to do so was Steve Mehl,
who rushed for 127 yards and had
151 yards receiving in a 67-37 win
over Cal State Fullerton in 1990.
In the second start of his career,
Leigh completed 21 passes on 38 at-.

See Football page 23

Sporting events: Where's the booze?
Coach Chuck Shelton
to continue doing what they love:
'ing a small college football coach.
\ iolence. Art. Beauty. All these
ings are part of life and all these
things encompass football. After
coaching for nearly 30 years, head
football coach Chuck Shelton knows
this to be true.
The best part of the day is walk
ing out on the practice field," said
Shelton, now in his fourth season as
OP head coach. "There is a purity
about football that will never
5 change."
I Long ago, while watching his
older cousin practice football, he said
he was impressed by the coach's drive
to motivate players. It was then that
Shelton knew he wanted to be a foothall coach someday. That was in the
fourth grade.
Born in the small town of Rolla,
Missouri, Shelton won all-state and
p Ail-American honors as running
ick at Rolla High School. After
aduating from Pittsburg State in
'nsas in 1961, where he earned allague honors, Shelton went straight

See Shelton page 23

EVERLY L. INONG
Pacifican guest writer

for 21 years and this policy is still the
same as it was back then.
UOP's Interim Alcohol Policy
It's not unusual to see sports fans
states, "There is no serving, selling or
drinking beer at games. At UOP, how
consumption of alcoholic beverages
ever, alcohol is nowhere to be found
within the Spanos Center, Stagg Sta
at any athletic game concession
dium, or at any public function such
stand.
as sporting events."
"At away games, they all sell beer
The University of Southern Cali
at the games. Why doesn't UOP?"
fornia in Los Angeles sells alcohol at
said Don Rodgers, a veteran UOP
their athletic events.
football fan who was at this year's
"Men's football and basketball
homecoming game.
games are held off campus, so it's a
The decision to not sell alcohol
different situation.... But concession
at UOP sporting events was made by
stands at those games do sell alco
the Alcohol Policy Review Commit
hol," said John Tamanaha, assistant
tee, headed by Dr. William Barr, Dean
sports information director at USC.
of Student Life. The committee is
Alcohol is also sold at USC base
made up of five administrators and
ball games which are held on cam
three student representatives.
pus. There isn't a lot of trouble at
"I think selling alcohol at...games
the games due to alcohol, said
would pose a real contradiction for
Tamanaha.
the university," said Barr.
Other universities that sell alco
The major goal the committee
hol, primarily beer, at athletic games
has is to try to "reduce intoxication
include Fresno State and University
and reinforce feelings whenever pos
of Nevada at Reno.
sible of people who want to have a
The main purpose of allowing the
good time without alcohol," said Barr.
sale of alcohol at games is to make a
The committee was started in 1979
profit. Barr said a large profit would
as the Drug and Alcohol Awareness
be gained from the sale of alcohol at
Task Force. It was started to raise
UOP home games, but it is bad ad
awareness around campus.
ministrative policy to make money
Barr has been with the university
on the sale of alcohol.

With more people drinking, more
problems would arise. Most of the
money earned from alcohol sales
would have to be used for additional
security and other precautions to
keep the crowds under control.
"I honestly think it would be too
much trouble to keep it under
contol," said Veronica Diaz, a UOP se
nior.
Don Treecee of Stockton, who at
tended the Homecoming football
game added, "We believe you can
have as much fun without it as you
can with it. People can get wild."
Yet Rodgers said by age 21 stu
dents are grown up and can't be
treated like babies.
The climate that Barr wants to es
tablish on campus is one where if
people drink too much, they can get
the help they need.
Allowing alcohol to be sold at
games would send a message that the
university does not want: "Please
drink our alcohol."
"We have more than enough sup
port (by students) for private drink
ing ... and they have plenty of
chances to party," said Barr. "Alco
hol is not evil, but some people
should not drink period."

Sports
Cooch profile

Women's basketball rebounds into contenders
XOCHITL GARCIA
Pacifican staff writer
A combination of experience and
hard work has helped Melissa
^DeMarchi become the most success
ful women's basketball coach in the
university's history.
Since DeMarchi took over the
team seven years ago, there has been
a steady improvement of the team
year after year.
"If you backtrack seven years you
can see what she has done for the
program," said assistant coach Liana
Coutts. "She deserves a lot of credit
for the improvement of the team."
Under DeMarchi the team has
,«jgone from a 6-22 record on her first
year to last year's 20-15 record, which
tied a 1980-81 school record for most
wins.
Last year DeMarchi also lead the
team to their first-ever invitation to
post-season play at the National
Women's Invitational Tournament.
"That reflects a lot of hard work
from her," said assistant coach John
Ishee. "It also reflects the hard work
of the players involved in the pro
gram."
Her hard work and experience
""serve as inspiration to many of her
co-workers.
"I reward her as a very important
person," said assistant coach Mathew
Ladich. "I think 1 am going to gain a
lot of knowledge from her, because
of her experience."

But coaching wasn't always what
DeMarchi had in mind when she was
growing up.
"I actually thought I was going to
be an English teacher at one point,'
said DeMarchi. "But in my junior
year in high school a teacher told me
couldn't write. ... I was disillu-

Melissa DeMarchi
sioned."
Since then her interest in coach
ing has grown. She doesn't regret her
decision to become a coach. Before
UOP DeMarchi coached at Edison
Community College in Fort Meyers,
Florida, were she worked from 198387. DeMarchi finished Edison with
a 80-46 record and a 1986 Conference
Championship.
DeMarchi has been coaching col
lege teams for 20 years now, seven of
those here at UOP.
"The years
here have been very special," she said.

Men's Water Polo

UC Davis Aggies trouble Pacific
Tigers for first time in six years
NELSON CORTEWAY

"Pacifican staff writer
Much like the football team on
Saturday, the Tiger water polo team
struggled against the Aggies. But
these Aggies are different. The UC
Davis Aggies had never beaten the
Tigers in their six year existence. That
all changed on Sunday as the 13th
ranked Aggies of UC Davis beat the
11th ranked Tigers at Hickey Pool in
Davis.
"This is a win that hopefully is
part of a trend. We don't consider this
;a fluke," said Coach Elson of UC
Davis. Coach Elson's Agggies are hav
ing the best year they have ever had
and have made progressive strides all
season. "This might be a once-in-adecade type of thing for us. It's defi
nitely another step for our program."
The game started slowly as the
half came to a close with a one to one
-tie. The Aggies then-went- ©ft-a-four
goal streak in the third quarter to pull

ahead of the Tigers 5 to 1. Two of
the Aggies goals during the streak
came from penalty shots.
The Tigers hit the goal post three
times during this period before put
ting together a scoring attack. With
48 seconds left in the third quarter,
Gabe Esposto scored a goal that
started a rally that ended with Ryan
Price scoring with 4:41 left in the
game to bring the Tigers back to 5-4.
Unfortunately for the Tigers, the
Aggies added another goal from eight
yards out at 3:47 to pull ahead by two.
Davis then pulled away with 2 more
goals down the stretch to pull out
their 8-4 victory, the biggest victory
in Davis water polo history. Also scor
ing for the Tigers were Curt Bowman
and Marcus Sharar. Goalie Beau
Barbour had 8 saves.
The Tigers (7-16) finish their regu
lar season this Saturday as they come
home to play the defending national
champions, Stanford University.

-They have been difficult, but they
have been special."
DeMarchi said her biggest reward
as a coach comes from seeing her
players mature and graduate. "Watch
ing the people around you mature,
grow up and graduate, it's kind of
melancholic. But it is also reward
ing," she said.
The things she likes the least
about her job are the time constraints
during this time of the year.
"During certain times in the year,
there are just not enough hours on
the day to do everything you want
to do," she said.
Before coaching basketball she
coached softball and field hockey.
"I like the pace of basketball," she
said. "My first teaching job was when
I coached field hockey. We did well
but it wasn't a sport I grew up play
ing.
During her spare time DeMarchi
likes to enjoy the outdoors and play
golf.
There is no one way to describe
DeMarchi.
"She is someone who really cares
about people," Ishee said. "HerNo.l
priority is concerning herself with the
welfare of the players."

Football
continued from page 21
tempts for 264 yards and two touch
downs.
Freshman defensive back Nigel
Burton had a career-high 18 tackles
with one safety against the Aggies.
That marks the highest total by a Ti
ger since 1990, when Ron Papazian
made 21 tackles against Fresno State.
Burton leads the team with 75 tack
les after nine games.
Defensive back's Kato and
Wasswa Serwanga, the identical twins
who transfered from Sacramento
State each recorded interceptions on
Saturday. Wasswa also had two inter
ceptions last week at San Jose State.
Pacific dropped to 3-6 (2-2 in Big
West), while New Mexico State im
proved to 3-6 (2-2 in Big West) after
the 39-37 victory.
"My sense is that the kids will
bounce back," said Shelton.
"Our kids have played bad some
times and played awfully good some
times."
To have any chance at a share of
the Big West title, UOP needs to win
their last two games and hope North
ern Illinois and Nevada lose.
Pacific hosts Nevada 7-2 (4-0 in
Big West) this Saturday at 1:30 at
Stagg
Memorial
Stadium.
Fortunately for the Tigers, Nevada
will be without the services of quar
terback Mike Maxwell, who leads the
nation in total offense.
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Per ? Volleyball

Tigers take two, upset Gauchos at home

6jt

\

Spanos Park Golf Center
The Valley's Finest
Golf Practice Facility

DAVID OTTENFELD

Pacifican staff writer

with complete short game area
1/2 mile west of 1-5 on Eight Mile Road

I

After an abrupt Stanford defeat,
the Tigers returned home winning
two league matches and had Domin
ique Benton-Bozman named Big West
i'layer of the Week for the second
I straight week.
The Tigers left Stanford with
% I hopes of regaining their composure
tor the weekend matches, especially
against league rival #9 UC Santa Bar
bara.
The Tigers looked indecisive at
first, but picked up the pace to bash
UCSB 11-15, 15-5, 18-16, 16-14. The
match showed definite improvement
compared to the earlier season loss
[ to the same team.
"It was a good confidence booster
for us going into the last part of our
| season," said junior setter Sacha
I Caldemeyer. "It was a fun match be[ cause everyone played well and the
| crowd got into it."
Benton-Bozman raked up 28 kills
and five service aces in a sensational
effort. Rebecca Downey controlled
the middle with 24 kills and 10 digs.
Carissa Clifford and Addie Hauschild
combined for 26 kills and 28 digs for
the night. Caldemeyer lit the Tiger
~ fire with a season high 71 assists.
The Tigers began the match on a
S1 sour note, trying to keep up with the
Gauchos but appeared to fall short.
The rest of the match saw Tiger domi
nation. Once the Tigers took control,
there was no turning back. UCSB had
many opportunities to expand their
leads, but horrendous stints of arrant
passing instead led them to 14 recep
tion errors. For an undefeated team
in the Big West, UCSB lacked consis-

$ 1 off any size basket for
UOP Students & Faculty

£
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Toll-Free
Information and
Referral for
California Crime
Victims

i

I

1-800-VICTIMS
Victim« of Crime Resource Center
UOP McGeorge School of Law
3200 Fifth Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95817
photo by Rick Marhula

Dominique Benton-Bozman was named the Big West player of the week for
the second consecutive week.
tency throughout the match.
"I feel that Mas Shibata did a great
scouting job on Santa Barbara. He
went to watch them the night before
and it helped our defensive strategy,"
said Caldemeyer.
The Friday match against Cal
State Fullerton started with a surpris
ing first game victory for CSFU, but
the Tigers proved it a fluke as they
won in four 13-15, 15-9, 15-6, 15-3.
Benton-Bozman hammered
down 21 kills and served up three
aces. Downey had 12 kills, and was
able to provide three aces and six
blocks. Clifford owned the back row
with 15 digs and Caldemeyer came
up big with 50 assists.
"They're a lot better than they
used to be," said Caldemeyer. "They

didn't win points, we gave up point
to them."
The Tigers out-hit Fullerton .287
to .129. The major difference in the
match was blocking, where the tigers
dominated 14 to 4.
Benton-Bozman registered 63
kills in three matches last week to
gain Big West Player of the Week for
the second week in a row. She is only
the second player to receive the
honor for two consecutive weeks, and
she is also the first Tiger since Lisa
Hert to be named twice in a row.
The Tigers (17-7, 11-4) now will
hit the road and play two weekend
matches, one against UC Irvine and
the other against arch nemesis Long
Beach State, whom they beat earlier
in the year at the Spanos Center.

Shelton
<

continued from page 21
into coaching, starting at the high
school level and working his way up
to the head coaching job at Drake
University in Iowa.
He later served as head coach at
Utah State, but by 1991, found he
"missed the private school atmo
sphere." He found that atmosphere
at UOP
Coaching can cause major burn
out for some, but Shelton said his job
is still very satisfying. However, he
said being a football coach leads to a
"roller coaster life" because of the
pressures involved and the let down
of defeat.
"The greatest highlight is yet to
come," Shelton said with a smile. For
him, being able to coach for most of
his life has been rewarding enough.
"I've been able to do this all my
life," said the 60-year-old Shelton.
"I've survived."
The real reward is not always win»Vr * £t * r f ft ft t t ft ? f ft r ft * * 4 ft ft ft-ft ft ft i
a)

ning the big game, said Shelton, but
in such areas as seeing his players
graduate. "We are not just molding
lives," said Shelton. "We are direct
ing lives."
Shelton has seen a change in the
types of players since he first started
coaching in 1962. In the Midwest,
Shelton found youngsters came from
similar backgrounds. Now, he said,
we live in a society where people
come from diverse backgrounds.
"It's imperative to know and un
derstand young men today,"
saidShelton. "They are looking for
guidance they haven't had."
Shelton also worries about the
future of college sports because of the
emphasis of finances above every
thing else. "If we are not careful,"
said Shelton, "we will abuse the ath
letes."
Shelton is weary of the NFL as
well. He said professional football
players are becoming greedy. "The
icw*r

-• ti i

pros have gotten totally out of hand,"
he said. Although he will always love
the football, Shelton does not like the
"bad people surrounding the game."
Coaching is Shelton's life. Al
though he likes to play racquetball
and ride horses in his free time, he
says he is not a "big vacationer."
Coaching is a year round responsibil
ity, he said and he does not recom
mend it to everyone.
"If you can live without coach
ing, don't do it because it will break
your heart," said Shelton. "I cannot
live without it."
When times of motivation are
needed, Shelton likes to read the in
spirational poem "If" by Rudyard
Kipling. The poem is framed in his
office and Shelton tries to read it at
least three times a week. "Believe it
or not," said Shelton, "I read it more
after victory than defeat."
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FAT CITY BOOKS
Books Bought, Sold & Traded

Specializing in
Out of Print Books

535 W. Harding Way
Stockton, CA 95204

Kenneth

Michael
Solan
...Offers the latest in styles and
products. Hair cuts a specialty!

CALL 477-9328
7555 Pacific Avenue (Next to World of Shoes)
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THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

F

uller's Graduate School of Psychology is now
offering a Master of Arts in Marital and Fam
ily Therapy degree through the seminary's Ex
tended Education program in Northern Califor
nia. This highly acclaimed graduate-level degree
program undergirds academic and therapeutic
training with a Christian theological foundation.
This program satisfies educational requirements
for licensure as a marriage, family, and child
counselor.
EVENING AND SATURDAY CLASSES ARE
AVAILABLE IN MENL0 PARK.

For more information, call:
Fuller Seminary in Northern California
415-321-7444, or fax: 415-321-8806.
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November 18th in Old Sacramento
Sponsored by Upbeat. Any Questions call ASUOP office x2233

